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RAILROAD TIES
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had latelv complained
of a numbneas about his body, a forerunner of paralyels.
JUDGE FAVORS WHIPPING POST

Pneumonia Develops in Most
Acute Forin.
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FROM EXPOSURE
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Minneapolis Jurist Scolds Man for
Mistreating His Family.

Handled Through ThisPort by
Ayer Lord-Company.

' Minneapolis. Dec. 20. — "There
ought to be a whipping pose for
you," said Judge C. L. Smith today
Rural Mail carrier, Paralysland to J. el. Thomps
on, in the Minneapo- MIIIOUgh to BilkiltrkiltIr 001; Thousmud
Seriously Burned, Lay
lis polkas court. "You ought to be
TN
Eigie Hundred and Seventy-five
r
BMWs in Cold.
ashamed of yourself to go home and
'
Miles Long,
mistreat your wife and family. I
will sentence you to 30 days in the
workhouse but stay the sentence for
BODY WILL BE BROUGHT HERE
TIMM% AND TIE MEN SCARCE.
one year pending good behaelor."

JET

CONFESSES

P.tTlitit'fiC GEM.; LIFE.
Albany, N. le, Dec. 20.—Governor Higgins today commuted
the sentence of Lawyer Albert
T. Patrick, now in the death
house at Sing Sing for the murder of William March itice, to
Imprisonment for itte.
Osintaing, N. V.. Dec. 20.—
When Lawyer Patrick was informed today that the governor
had commuted his sentence he
declared be would not accept
commutation inat would continue
his tight for
CHURCH 00bIP24 FIRST.
Lille, France, Dec. 20.—A
courtmarttal here today tried
and degraded Capt. Magniese
for refusing to obey order; in
connection With taking the investory of the chapel of St. John.
Magiticae, before the court said:
"I an, a Christian, WO I 1,14er
to be shot rather than c1 a
sacrilege. No one
the right
to make sue renoune• the vows
I took at my tiro ceininuniee.-

BOY THREW POWDER
INTO OPEN GRATE

un.

12
AGES
TODAY

10 CENTS PER WEEK
CLASPED IN EACH OTHERS ARM
Were Sisters Who Met Death in Montana Illizeard.

LIQUOR LICENSE
MEETS OBJECTION

Helena, Mont., Dec. 20.— Clasped in each other's arms, the bodies
of Gertie and Molythela Hoffman.
Flash and Scream of Pain aged nine and 12 years respectively,
have b en found in a coulee just Wholesalelien And Druggists
Aroused His Father.
across the Canadian border, where
Nast Pay More
they met death In the blizzard. The
victims were daughters of a Valley
'loans Petit Powell, of Fountain Av- county' (Mont.) renchman, and stroll
ed more than 20 miles from home Mayor liciser Will Probably Reap.
enue, May Lose His Eyesight
across the international line in their
point Old Members of Beard
as Result.
efforts to evade the blizzard.
of Supervisors,
The
bodies were found by Mr. and Mrs.
George M. Randall, who were forced
FACE AND HANDS ARE BURNED to take shelter in the same
coulee,, CONTR
OL OF ELECTRIC hItiN,
froze another bilzaard.
,

Boyd Shemwele carrier of rural
Just using the ott Itoad
handled
Master Petit Powell, 13 years old,
route, No 3, died of pneumonia at 8
by the Ayer-Lord The efillahaaY in
Efforts will be made, it Its underson of Mr. George W. Powell,
o'clock this morning at the farm
of
city,
this
des year, a railroad one
stood to secure some changes in the
Fountain avenue, lies
house of bleglatrate W. E. Lane on
dangero
usly
thousand eight hundred and seemly.license ordlnanee at the meeting
burned at his home and may lose his
the Husbands road four mike from SAYS HE SHOT Ix oCKIAELL FROM five miles long
of
aimedb butte That
the board of aldermen tonight. The
eyesight
,
as
the
result
of
Paducah. Hie life was despaired of
throwing a WILL RE
COURT MilerSE.
la the distance betties* Waehington.
FOUGHT BY PACIFIC liquor dealers have to
handful of powder into the open
pay a license
from the time be was discovered
•
D. C., and Denver, One
COAST CONoRE.samEN.
lyof $150 and another $150 to
grate
ing with his head In the ashes of a
engage
By the drat of the year, the
House` Atti011rftS.
in the Jug trade. Last year wholesa
Mr. Powell was In a room adjoinsee
'
le
camp Ore where he had doubtless
Ayer-Lord Ti. company well have
Wtanhille4171, Dri', 20.— The
nsea
paid a ileene$ fee of $100 with
ing that occupied by the boys. Masbeen for 20 hours. His family was at Now Serving Life sentence for el
handled approximately 3,000,001.1 ties
house sulesurned today until
air additional $25 to engage
ter Petit was with a companion and Party Leaves on
der of Warsem--Once Was
in the
his bedside and his physician, Dr.
through tialseptirt. Railroads figure
an Evu•nded Trip
gallon jug trade. Retell liquor des'
•
was playing with the powder. To see
I Sl•
Coadeamed.
J. W. Pen-dley.
to Acquire informatios About
1,000 Olt t6 the mile, which with
ens complained that it brought
it explode he took a handful
the
Tuesday morning Boyd itheonwell
that sitter would build 1 875
and
Situation.
wholesalers into direct competition
threw
it
into
the
fire.
started from his home, 274 Clements
miles Sr reel/mad. Ustne all the See
with them. Druggists also are affectThere was a flash and a scream of
street, Meeliasileaburg. and reached
CynthMna, KY . Dec. 20 — After bandied bestbis one compkny in one
ed. Ins'• ad of a licenee of $25
Pain from the little fellow.
the post office at his usual hour. He
year,
theY
HIS
asters/
transcon
tinental
railseveral witnesses had testified in the
Washington, Dee 20.—For It" must pay $150 jest the same as a safather rushed to find him on the
left over his route and was seen to
case of Curtis Jett. charged with the roads- eou id be built.
loon
purpose
keeper to sell liquor without a
door writhing In agony. His hands
of gathering material to aid
pas, the Chesterileld farm five miles
b,as getter to the point now, on
murder of Jim Cockrell, at Jackson,
and face were horribly burned and In the coming fight against the em- physician's prescription. To sell on
out on lb. Slabtown road about 5
Jett was called and after befog on accouat of tberzreity of timber,
ployment of Chinese coolies in con- prescription it costs only i25.
he could hierdly speak.
o'clock. This was the last seen of
et lea
Co lay a mile of
the stand 15 minutes made a comDr. Vernon Blythe was summoned structing the Panama canal a party
him until Wednesday afternoon at
-Urea to My a mln af
plete confession. He said he fired s
Maine Board May Be Named.
and administered to the suffering of Pacific coast congressmen and sen1 o'clock, whoa a negro farm hand.
shots it Cockrell from the court steel rain Is tkli7:digtere steel tic's But Master Declines to Partici- boy. Lotions
ators will leave New York tomorrow
It
is probable that Mayor Yeiser
to
soothe
the
pain
clearing lazid on the Lane farm, half
were
ar be extensively used. However.
hone* window. There was nobody
applied and everything possible done by steamer to spend live days invest- will reappoint all the present mempate
Hunt
in
a mile from the road found Shimwith
the
air
timber
coming
on
and
else in the but ding at the time. Jett
to ease the little fellow's suffering igating the canal In the hope of be- bers of the board of tax book superwell's body still and co;d lying with
the Mereallid attention paid to foris now serving a life
tence for
This morning the boy was resting ing aele to secure information re- 'Isom They meet the first Monday in
his head in the ash*, of a fire the the
estry, It prebablY wile be many
murder of J. B.
seam
Mee. At a
January to begin their work of re.
better
than last night, but the phy- garding southern negroes.
negro had made the day before in former
tlifor• that neoserity will subs
Mr. John Dicke Listesa to Skirmish skean can not
trial he was
on
veiling the real estate assesamentand
a
tell bow
burning brush.
bad
Oapt.
his
H.
Raker,
Meal
loamy
if
*
lietween
sentence for th• Coy
bilaseeder and His
Bootee Wife Wills.
It is understood the mayor Is setts
I &maser she' compan
burns arc. The entire face was blisSecuring aid the negro returned lion
y,
reeently
leased
wharf
Ouribie,
but was granted
Paris Dec. 20.—Madame Gould, fled with them.
w trial.
tered. lee powder burn apparently
*mace in Nashville in prepared/gm Inc
to the scene and the body was taken
the
former
Countes
s Boni de Castelgot into his eyes, and Dr. Blythe is
developing the upper Cnisherialid
to the house. At first it was presumSea Antonio, Tea., le
• Grip. river country. It will
uncertain if the eyesight is perma- lano., has been victorious In the suits
To Regulate Signs.
ed the carrier was dead, but at the
sot
le
possible
Sap Antonio, Aex.,
brought by creditors and money len. YO —The to run the
nently affected.
After corresponding
with other
house he emitted groans, anti when
towboat
.
river
$p
mat
FINALL
MAN
ofMAKES
ESCAPE
Y
.
w la tea
ders against her with the object of cities which have
tele in ties ten In the year,
adopted regulations
Dr. J. W. Pendley reached him be cit
but the ties NO be
making
Y. It has bee* figLing dead- floated down
her
joint!"
responsible with for electric signs, the board of pubbflESES SHONTE4 MAKE DFIBUT.
to Nashviike whiner Am
was breathing slightly. The physilx hours. It de gentile oil will
the count. Thirteen of the 15 rases lic works has issued
be loaded on barges and broil/lest
cian worked heroically tor four
an order that
Mt Texas
were dismissed today by the court, the signs must - lie
to this port. On account of the uskept illuminated
A big watch dog which guards the Daughter of Panama Canal Chief
hours and finally secured 'regular
with
costs
against
the
Introdu
ety.
oci
s
ced
to
between
plaintiff
certaint
s.
the hour* of 6 and 9 p m.
y end scarcity* tie Men, the residence of Mr. John A. Dicks, the
respiration, but his patient was hopeThis is for the purpose of lighting
eotepeny IS isiletaMleg ekes the Illinois Centre* tank inepector, on
tea* burned, and a more minute exthe str,ets. Members of the board
rivers, modes tie tasking Medrises the Mayfield road, treed a burglar
Washington, Dee. 24) —Miss Maramination showed him to be paralyse
claim that under an ordinance giving
last night, but he Peeped The fact guerite Shone; and. Miss Theodore
ed on the right aide.
that he escaped can be attributed to Shonte daughters of the chairman
them power to regulate the signs,
Tits theory of the unfortunate acAPPEAL PM CLOTHING.
they have authority to require them
the fear of KT Dicke, who rather of the Panama canal commission,
cecient is told best by;s
Z 1Z:d
/ i ley Pitiollii.DENT
WOULD LIKE TO
to be lightest. Otherwise they will
than go out and probably Make Min- made their debut Mile afternoon in
who. has mads_a
Charity Club calla Dlispease Some
..........11111111MIEWILANC011111AN.
a
residence, A24
doors to the family
PRESIDF:NT TO FOR- order the signs taken down.
Nee Willi:
ft do
-lerws:
1111nrin SYMmistwite.
'WEE' the mempsaire artisan at • eherininlitY
EIGN ST.tTIONS.
Shemwell was sober, as letappointed tea. Mrs. Shone, and her
midnight wassiMer..
WAS RADIX USED.
tifietby persons he saw On route and
General Secretary Jap Toner, of
Last night Mr. Dicke was awaken- daughters eecently arrived at the captalked tri him. He reached the road Foiled a Meb and Was
Defeated for the Charity, club, has found many
ital from London and Paris, where
.1. W. Gorman Beaten by Claisens
teetotal into the Lane road and was
families; during the present week ed by a suspicious sound at the winSheriff—Mule Federal Official
White's, Griseout's and Comb's Apdow. His watch dog wee awakened they achieved great social triumphs.
and Driven From Town.
dolibtless earairsed, falling out of
who
are
in
great
need
of
warmer
and
By Roosevelt,
pointme
The
nts
debutan
Are
.
t
tes
received
ntirmed
with
by
their
his wagon, or getting ont when be
heavier clothing. It is oftee impar- about the men, Um*, and a lively
mother.
the
Mrs.
Theodor
Senate.
a P. Shouts,
Attacked by irate citizens
first symptoms of the malady aptable to purchase new ckstbIng for chasm hollowed. The would-be burgwho
and their house guests, Mrs. Macconsidered him a tramp because he
peared. His horse went off and left
such peopis and in some eases lir. lar had a good start and ran to the
Donald, of London, Mr*. John Drake
woods.
climbed
He
was penniless and trying to get back
a tree and the
him, and seeing the fire Shemweti
Washington, D. C., Dec. 20.--The Terser seys it would be rank folly to
of New York, Miss Betts. of Norwalk,
dragged himself to it. Probably ex- following letter was given out at the purism such a course. Some appli- dog stood under him waiting for his
Washinttoa. Dee. 20 — The presi- home where he had friends and famConn..
and
Mies
Cannon,
daughte
r
•
ily, J. W. Gorman, of Louisville, arcants have been supplied with cast quarry to come down.
hausted when he arrived, or maybe white house today:
of the speaker of the house of repre- dent sent to the senate the following
rived In Paducah
Mr. Dicke heard the dog marking sentativ
"The White House. Washington, off garments cootrIbuted
overcome While warming by the fire.
yesterday afterby. club
nominatios,s:
es.
noon from Rutherford, Tenn . and
he fell foreard and his head went D. C.. December 87. 1906. Dear. Mr. miteibers and their friends, but inso- and knew he had his victim in •
Secretar
ies
of Embassies— MontAssisting at the tea table and in the
told of the assault made on hini
Into the fire.
Bonaparte—Some ,nree years ago much as the work of the Charity club tight place. He had a shotgun but receiving line
wett several of the gomery Schayler, Jr., New York, at
hibiting the wounds to subsoil:
"The fire was built by negroes Sheriff J. L. Merrill hf Carroll eoun- hae Net been started the supply on fearing the man In the tree might session's debutantes and members
St.
Petersb
urg;
John
Gardner
Coolof
his allegations. Gorman stated tad.,
who burned trash and brush taken te, Georgia lost his chance for re- hand is rather scant. Persons de- tiroot first, contented himself with re- the younger set.
idge, Massachusetts. at Rome.
from land they were clearing. One election by his action in beating off siring to make such contributions maining in the hearing of the fun
Second Secretaries of Embassies— he had been west working, and wantMrs. Shonts wore an imported
should sort over their cast off clothThis morning foot prints in the
of tee party discovered the body 20 a mob of several hundred white peoNelson
O'Shaugbaessy, New York: at ed to come home. His money ran out
gown of lace over chiffon, tulle and
hours after it was mused and after ple who were trying to take a negro ing and after making a *election of snow of about a number 12 etme in- silk and her daughter, wore dainty St. Petersburg, Robert H. Winthrop, and he was forced to work his way
each garments as they can spare, dicated the hurried movements of
on freight trains. The Rutherford
a marching party bad worked part of out of jail and put him to death.
girlish gowns of white crepe de chine Massachusetts, at Rome.
people drove him from the city at
Sheriff Menet and his deputies fired Tratify the Charity club. Mr. Toner the dog's quarry. The tracks led to and lace.
the night and day In vain.
Envoy Extraordinary and MiniswfIi call for such contribution, and a treke a short distance away, and all
the point of a gun. His wounds are
op
the
mob.
killing
and
woundie
g
"His scalp was burned to the
ters Plenipotentiary— Joseph
W. serious and were dressed
piece them on thli tables at the head- allerund the tree were prints of the
by City
MARS ATTORNEY IN TRUST CASE. Lee, 'Maryland, to Guatemala and
skull. His right side was paralyzed, several men and beating the other* quarters of the
showing
club
how
Physician W. J. Bass.
Pans
he
doe's
to
danced
be
given
to
off.
Because of this he was defeated
and congestion, caused, by the exHeadura
s; Horace H. Knowles, Delworthy applicant.. The club head- about the tree in frantic glee. How
Judge Eseindes Counsel for Indicted aware,to Roumania and Sirvia; Wm.
posure to the cold, developed rapid- for re-election. Congressman Adam- quarters Is at 307 Kentuck
y avenue. the burglar escaped Mr. Dicke cannot
CABBAGE SNAKE.
non brought the matter to my attenCloud Dealers From Trial.
ly. Last night his breathing grew
C. Fox, New Jersey, to Ecuador;
surmise.
difficult and this morning he was suf- tion. saying that he hated to see a
Thomas C Daimon, Iowa, to ColumReal trticie Writhing Its Mullein
man who had done such a service as
RUSH FOR SEATS.
Omaha, Dec. 20.—Judge Sutton to biafering from acute pneumonia.
He
Leneth in a Glass of Water.
public
a
MRS.
official
deteate
wi.:nn
d
HAS
because
SON.
of
dam
barred
nerer once regithed consciousness."
W J. Connell, attorney
Secretaries of Legations— Lecoathe very fact that be had rendered Malay Preeent to Pick Sesta for
for the Indieted coal dealers, from ap- ard M. Thomas
Popular
Man.
. Pennsylvania. at
•
the service. Ile told me that GoverWhat Is believed to be a real, live
Nianefield--Half House Sold.
First and Only Great Grandson of pearing before him in further pro- Madrid. Stanton Sickles,
Floyd ithemwell was one .of the nor Terrell
New York, cabbage snake Is in the possessi
had offered Merrill a
ceedings in the coal trust cases beon of
Jefferso
1M•ie,
n
most popular reetdeate of the coun- place, the
to Greece and Montenegro and of the John McFadd
Leine before 9 o'clock this mornbest he had to give, which
en. driver of chemical
cause of "welfui and deliberate at- diploma
ty. For years he has been prominent- carried. a salary
cy
agency
Bulgari
Is
Roba;
wagon, No. 2 He got It from Jennie
of $50 per month. I ing a good sized crowd ma present
tempt to prejudice the jury and get
Colorado Springs, Col., Dec. 20.--ly connected with politics. He 'was a told
ert Woods Bliss. New York, at Brus- Little,
a colored woman, of 1302
tke congressman I thought I at the box office waiting to secure
error into the record." The Judge
has
sels.
son
magistrate in tbe•county for a term could
been born to Dr. and. Mrs
A
South Sixth street It wriggled out
at that and trot him • place seats for Richard
Mansfield, who
Intimated that he might ask the apGerald Webb Mn. Webb is a grandor two, but was a. school teacher by at 81.200
Secretary of Legation and Consul- of a head of cabbage, which she cut
a 'year as culadian of the plays at The Kenttreity 'Monday night.
pointment of a committee to considdaughter of the late Jefferson Davis
profession, a man of more than ordi- grounds of the federal
er the disbarment of Connell from all General— Phillip M. Brown, Massa- open. McFadden haa it In a glass of
prison at At- Half the bola* wes sold in an hour
and the newcomer Is the only greatnary intelligence.
chusetts. to Ronmania and Servia.
water In which it has lived since
lanta. I hear be has done well, if and all day the petronage has been
-Nebraska ceteldte. Conneli said
he
grandson of the Confederate presiSimmered has a wife and several be has
Minister Resident and Consul-Gen- Tuesday. It is • foot long, milk
good.
The
char*
was preparing affidavits to show erof
the
well,
purchas
done
ers dent.
can't we give him
children. Other relatives were noti- a promotannt Sincerel
wee so diversified that there are
rors in the trial, and that he was eral— Fenton R. McCreary, Michi- white, and of the diameter of two
y yours,
fied of his condition.
misty good 'eats left, but the advance
-going gunning for Judge Sutton gan to Santo Domingo.
hairs. Held aloft On a broom straw
'THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
Ithewmeles feat of dragging him- "Hon.. Chas. J. Bonapar
It twists and wriggles, and manifests
loaded for bear."
te, Attorney- We Indicates that the house will he
•
self to the tire with one side treeless,
said out before Monday
every indication of being alive.
Many are
General."
Senate Nominatimet.
fully halt a mire from the road, is
euldeatly waiting to see how neueh
HARTJE WITNESS IS MISSING
Washingion. Dee. 20.— The senone unparallelel. The ground where
they will have left before,. 'Guying
ate today confirmed the following di- GIRL KILLED BY GROWING PAT.
AFTER DESPERADOES.
Amts. Advance sales in Paducah are
he left his buggy indicated his mov
...TO...
Man Who Took Letters Prom Coach- plomatic nominations:
usually light, and were It not so eloee
ments, and through the woods can
mane, Trunk Disappears.
Ambassadors--Herry White,Rhode Young Ohio Woman Dies at Age of
be seen traces where he laboriously leseape Jail By Assaulting Sheriff and to Christmas It is evident the house
20, Weighing 400 Pounds.
Island, to France; -Lloyd C. Griscom,
Dsughte
r.
would have been sold out this morndragged les body to the flre.
Pittsburg. Dec. 20.— Herman G. Pennsylvania, to Italy; John W.
ing.
Shemwelem body was brought to
Stash, the private detective who con- Riddle, Minneouita, to Russia: Irving
Ravenna, 0., Dec. 20—Dead at the
Brims)]. term , eme 2.0.—A heaviPaducah today. The funeral wilt
feared during the Hartje divorce tri- B. Dudley. California, to Brazil. Also age of TO from ,the effects of superteke place tomorrow with burial in ly armed posse ie following the trail TO DIVORCE KU KLUX ADVOCATE
al that ha and Detective John An- Leslie Combs, Kentucky, to be min- fluous flesh Cecilia Shutter. daughter
Stflisonia cemetery. Shemweli warn of Weeley Wilkes, a condemned nederson had 'Woken into Coachman ister to Peru.
• of 'Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Shutter, of Ra45-years old and is survived by his gro and a white desperado named Ea- Georgia Colonel Charged With
venna. *111 be burled in a coffin of
CruelMadine's trunk to secure the Medwife and five children, four girls and ton, who seavived from the Gate City.
ty and intoxication in Bill.
special dimensions. Her weight exiae letters, did not appear today to
Herring
Fleet
Rearmed
Va.,
jail
last night after aseaulting
.
a sob The two older girls are Misses
ceeded 400 pounds.
face a jury on the charges of larceGloncetzee. Mass., Dec. 20.—Word
Sheriff Browdteker and the negro had
Purnia and Belle Shemwell.
Atlanta, Ge., Dee. 2-0.—Colonel
ny
brought
by
Martine.
and
It
has
was received here that the United
seriously
wounded
the sheriff's James English. Jr.echie
Ilhentwell Has Rational Moment.
e
Theatrical Troop Striomied,
been learned from relatives of Staab States governm
f of Governor
ent tug Potomac has
Today Mr. Irvin Potter who eat up daughter by biting her. The **tigh- Terrell's staff, wive advocate
Hickman. Ky., Der 21) —A show
d. the or- If we get a dime for each snb- at Milwaukee that he was there antreed
ed In freeing the imperiled troupe
with Mr. Shemwell Met night, *tilted ter Mune to the assistance of her ganization of "Ku
traveling down
Klux „Kiang" for
river in a
fcriber to THE SUN we shall about a month ago. About three American herring fleet from the ice small boat, got strandethe
that about 2 o'clock this morning he father who was struck dowr when the protection of women
d on the tate
ie being
weeks
ago
be
notified
a
sister-i
n-law
In Middl Arm bay. There are many of Island No.
roused opened his eyes and recog- the negro attacked her. He was to sued here for divorce.
have
sum—$
total
a
7.-kint oelnw town, and
400-17se that he was going away on a huntMrs. Ilmellsoh
men on the boats which had been have been there
nized his wife Mr. Potter and Magee- have been hanged Febristery 12.
is the daughter of Mn, 'Rebecca this coupon and send something ing trip and since that
several days
The
time his rela- practically given up SA lost.
trete Lane. lie was asked where be
river has been fatting cnd the boat is
Lowe, formeely president of the Natives have not seen him
now.
had been avid what was the matter
now quite a distance'from the water.
tional Federation of Women's
with him.
In all probability they clii stal where
Cruelty and intoxication are charged
Smoked
Too
Mach.
The Evenine Sun,
"I don't know." was the WY reply
they are until the spring rise, as derIn the bill,
Kalamazoo. Mich.,
Dec. 20,—
he made, and then lapsed Into unThere is only one kind of a
ricks and tugboats are unable to rePaducah, Ky.
Four days ago Adam H. Butler, aged
consciousness again.
newspaper eireulatIon ortatement
WEATHER—Rain tonight and
sist them in getting off. ,
Jap Fleet Coming.
I inclose a contribution for 82, a Civil war v.teran, who hobbles
shernwen wit.e never himself after
that is worth any consideration
probably Friday.
Not much
San Francisco, Der.. 20
Japeabout only by use of a cane, wedded
his young son was antkientelly shot
and that is the deity detailed
changes in temperature. The
pose warships will visit Sad Francis- the Christmas tree for the ben4it
Mother of Gillette Rimy,
Mrs.
Amy
R Hartman. aged 80. afstatement. The Sun is the only
and
more titan a rear ago. •
highest temperature
reached
Utica. N. Y., Dec. 20.— The mothco within the next few Months it of the poor 1'1111d ren of Paducah.
ter a courtship of two *reeks No*,
Paducah paper printing such a
el-a4o father often talked to me of
yeaterday wee 33 and the hiwert er of Chester Gillette, to
elite of reports to the contrary. nese
be electroMri. Butler has left tier 'husband and
statement.
the boy's death," Constable A. C.
today was 32.
cuted for murder of Grace Brown,
statement was made by Consul l'ydeclaim) the will never live with him
abeeton said, "and he told me several
fine, who says he expects the squadhas prepared a lecture which she will
again, because he smokes and chews
ttheas that be wone e die in some hovdeliver to secure funds for an appeal
e ?
ron will Come se originally planned.
tobace0.
•
_es
for a new trial.

COOLIE LABOR

BURGLAR TREED
BY FAITHFUL DOG

DID HIS DUTY

NOMINATIONS
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SEND A MITE

THE SUN
...For the...

Christmas Tree
For the Poor

•

P1o1.: TWO.

TUE PADUCAH EVENING SUN

THVILSDAN, BNCEMBEE DO.

-

Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins

i

ll most omen are direct results of
WEAK KIDNEYS and LSI-LAMILATION OF THE BLADDER.
The strain OM the Kidneys and In
flamed membranes lit: met
of the Bladder prod
them
pains.

LARK'S
KIDNEY
:GLOBES

MAYOR REQUESTS GREAT ADVANTAGE
ANNUAL REPORT TO PADUCAH MEN
Preparing to Take Up Mei- Through Reciprocal Relations
sage to Council
With Other Cities.
Kir,trivet MAW Are .Approted By in. Corn w rt Jai flub Pros ides Cards
ejector sad 111n, Now BC
That Ammer Traveler. of CourInstalled.
teous Attention,

WILL CURE IT

THE BOARD Oh' PUBLIC WORKS. BItt VIDENS

Two doses give relief, and one box
will cure any ordinary case of Kidmy or Bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, mares' Diabetes, Seabed
Emissions, Weak and Lazne Beek,
Rheumatism and all irregularities
of the Kidneys sad Bladder In both
ass and immure. weld at 50 teats
• box oil the No Cure No Pay basis
Jfy McPherson's drug liters, Fourth
and Broadway, tale agents or Paducah, or seat by mail upon receipt
of palm to leak Ileds 00., Lear
twills, Ky.

SCOPE

OF

WORK

The Paducah Commercial club
Mayor Ve.ser 4ppopere4 be(ope the
hoard of pubic works reeterdar alter- through the efforts
of Secretary
noon and urged the hoard to prepare Cocoas, has made, reciprocal arrangeand hand to hini by next week its an- nici.:s with a large number of comtidal report of departments over me:,oil
organizations throughout
which it has supervieloia. that he may the United States, which must be of
115 (actliated in preparing his annual material benefit
to Paducah and
message to the, general council.
at benefit and Interest to
it
Two toalutesainee bonds, ineuring members of the Commercial cite
that the improved streets on Jeffer- The business men of Paducah
, wit
son street and Kentucky avenue, and are membeis of the
Commercie
dde strsts from Fourth street to club, in future will
be furnishi.,
Ninth street inclusive, will be kept membership cards,
which
v. •
n good repair fr five years, were ore- him all the privileges
and
-ented by the Soother* $1tullthte of these var1Ous organisa
tion, sl
(•()111 puny and acct, :rd lay the board.
lug their visit to any city where th
The West Kele'', k• Coal company the Paducah
club has made this a.
we perm led .1(1 .1,•-• 125 feet of pubROTH PlIONE.S 548.
raugemcnt. Among some of the,
c wharf be!*. ri^-1 Jefferson street and
iniportant organisations are:
Broadway tc ni ;31' bargee for furnThe Suainess Men's club, Cincinishing boats cc .!
nati. 0. 1400 members.
Three
line
poets
ere
ordered
ML
inMATINEE AND NIOHT,
Wichita Commercial club, over 1
peeled on the levee for the use of
o10 members.
steamboat s.
The Denver Chamber of Coir
Permisaion to erect and remove
. The Sever Failing DAight
fierce and Board of Trade, 700 met
Poles in portions of the city was riven
berg.
tho Home Tele-hone compel:1)
The National Association of Man
The Paducah Light and Power coin
United
States
pany was permitted to make eh-alines ufacturers of
America. New York, N. Y., over 2
in poke on streets.
Enormous Triumph,
A report was received from Wil- 600 members.
The Commercial club of On
liam McPherson, c.ty electrical innearly 1,000 members.
spector. stating be ad examined
The Commercial club Cedar Ra;.
gns for electric Mena desired by
literchants, and approved them all Id., 300 members.
Owee:boro Business Men's
The merchants may now put up the
aligns. The HOTD. Telephone cone elation, over 150 members.
The New York Board of Trade
;any was ordered to convert a
A Story from Life Presented in parent sign hanging over the pave- and Tiansportation, large member0:0111 in front of its office, Into an ahip.
Dramatic F'orni.
The Decatur Chamber of Comelectrical sign or to take ft down.
-The board fired the hours during merce, Decatur, l , 1S0 members.
which •Ieetrkel signs may be burned.
The Commercial club of St.. JosAbounding it. Humanity, Bubbling from
eph, Mo.. 400 members.
dusk to 9 o'clock
Over with Joyous Comedy.
A second order was given the own- The Merchant's association, of
-MA"ers of the Brook }1114 building at New Yolk. 4.000 members.
Fourth rtreet and' Broadway to reThe Winchester Commercial club.
Vs&
Thrilling and Realistic Situations move a wooden 8111.11 ISIOOOd against Winchester. Ky , 150 members
.
Arouse the Spectator to Highest the wall near the top of the betiding. The Terre Haute Commercial club,
Sidewalk repairs on Broadway near 401) members.
Pitch of Enthnsiasui.
Thirteenth street were ordered.
he Business Ilen's League, S'
George Robertson was ordered to Louis, Mo., 1,100 members
Primo: 234., 35c, 50r. 75e. 1111.00. reitair surface drainage N. ProPlistY
The Commercial club, Indianate
be °ass at Third said Iderrieon :is, Ind.. over .660
members
rA -V rI,
Manta MI Sale Nloseley 9 a. in.
Business Men's club. Memple,
The Painter Hotel company was or- Tenn., good
strong membership.
dered to remove all debris from Hie
Louisville Commercial club, 2
pavement at Fifth and Broadway and 500 mcmbere
t ) dump no mom on public property
Chicago Commercial associa•
vii.es, removed at once. The Colum- 2,100 member,
la Construction company was likewise ordered to remove brick from
the pavements.
Ladies' or tientlemen'e Initial
An ordinance improving Farley
Handkerchiefs. half doz. In bus,
street and specifying that tie work
$tAr. 60c.
90c, $1.30.
must be finished by December 31. was
ItUDI, PHILLIPS & CO.
returned to the general council as it
Children'. Chairs 15c to
SSA*
Center Tables 75c to
$10.140
is impossible to complete the work
Sewing Itorkers Vie to
1/41.40
Library 'rabies 15 lee to . •
e20.00
Arm Seekers $1.40 to
In this time.
57.110
Ditto, Tables 14.00 to
aso.00
tares Leather Hocks/. $5,50 to
Too murn iEFIVE FOR HIM.
A request from Henry Sloe*); who
.11114.00
iledebearde $9.010 to
900.00
Mown Metre $1.00 to
wee injured while working for the
411$ 00
Chia&
Closets
$14:09 to
1193.0u
Cotielees $7.1.0 to
.
$311.00
c:ty, for money during the time he
Iron Beds $6.75 to
•90.410
Detroit
Betz Couches $10.00 to
Man
Eleeted for
Life
$18.00
was laid up, was refused.
Folding Bede $9.75 to
005.00
Davenports $1.0.90 to
Through a Legislature's Rissitier.
1$00.10
Red Room Suits $12 541 to
The Memphis Asphalt and Paving
$100.061
Kitchen Cabinets $4.5'J to
IMIA.01111
Parlor
Suits
$15.1e
to
ompany was ordered to double Xs
$73.00
Dressers Is 5,0 to
Slitytei
1„brary Stilts $3000 to
Ir-e If neceseary a ad complete street
$811.00
Detroit, Dec 20.-- Elected to of
French Dressers $10.90 to
IMAM
Homan
Chairs
$5:00
to
$13.00
We receive fresh supplies
Improvements on South Second and Ace for life through the blunder of
Heating Stoves $1.5e to
412.1.0n
61c cies ,,, I 2.C4 to
$30.00
Coolting Stoves $9.59 to
Washington stre•rts by the last of lawinakters. Dr. Hugh Cary. a mem121.00
Fictureia5c te
of the famous Candy daily
5 5.410
December.
ber of the city board of education
for Christmas trade in handfrom the Eighteenth
ward of Detroit, will appeal to the coming legsome gift boxes of one, two,
islature to put an end to his oMcial
%HI Hope. all colors and
three and five pounds.
black, for $1.00 ti 1111.30term. A special act was passed by the
'est legislature enabling the city of
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Detroit to annex part of the suburb
of Del Ray as the Eighteenth ward
When You Buy
of the city: The act provided for the
Morgan on Canal Plans.
Candy Buy the
In giving pollee le the senate to- election of aldermen and a member
Original Allegrettra
day that at an early bate he nould of the school board. and Dr. Cary
call up Ma bi41 to conlrot the direc- was elected to the school board. The
tion and management of the Panama corporation counsel has just discovrailroad Senator Morgan remarked ered that the annemtion act, whre
that as he reed the preeidenta Pena- providing for the election failed to
l/la niesamele grave doeibt. wise ex- :unlit the term of office or for any
1,,
as to the ProPollod lealit4On of successor. Or. Cary is therefore electh‘• Gatu• dam
The presegeat. be ed for life unless the legIslatnre inbali. had made an earnest demand tervenes. r_
4th and Broadway
on congress's at the last readolli,to wetore the passage of the bni tor e lock
canal and that bill had pulsed.
Carpet size rues $13.00, ICI
"It ig too late to save his reputation
and $25.00..
-_
as act engineering orncer." added
Mr.
RUDY. PHILLIPS a OM
forget), -but it may not be too late
IF 0
N D.
to save this government from erroneCHRISTMAS HOLMAY RATI•1st
ous loots."
N.. C. & M. L. BY.
Oak Plate Racks 36 inches long and 14
Fare and a third plus 25e round
trip
Tickets on sale Dec. 90th to
inches wide; shelf 3 1-2 inches wide.
25th, and lletth and 3let and Jan
. Taffeta cloths, Denims
and
1st
Lim:t Jan 7th, 11407. to local
Llrettinea for baste 13e to Sot-.
and through points; Includin all the
IIUDY.'PHILLIPS & CO.
g
Soubheast and many points West.
Per week, small payment down
For part ii ours inquire of ticket office.
Hoy flhoOto Himself.
K. Clark, eight years old son of
Phil Clark
12 pairs of Ball
of Ninth
and Clerk
streets, yeeterday accidentally shot
Silk Shavile all colors nod
Bearing Skates
a finger on the left hand with
Mies, it niee remembrante, 61.00
a
blank cartridge in a toy ;fiats!. The
to $3.00.
only
wadding tore the linger
ItUDY, PHILLIPS & ('0.
painfully
Dr. H. If. Daley dressed the wound.

Che Kentucky

Santa Claus Will Give Christmas Presents to the
Children Saturday Afternoon 2:30 to 5:30
'WING to the immense amount of mail and his inability to make out quite a

XMAS DAY

W. E. NANKEVILLE'S

few of the names signed to his letters at Rudy, Phillips & Co.'s, Santa Claus
has decided, in order not to slight any of his litile friends, to give EVERY little
boy and girl who calls on him Saturday afternoon between 2:30 and 5:30 o'clock
a present. We invite all the little ones down.

HUMAN
HEARTS

Rudy, Phillips & Co.

Why Buy Trash When You Can Buy

USEFUL ARTICLES AT THESE PRICES?
Look over this list and select your Holiday Gifts from the Lowest
Priced House in the city Quality Considered.

The
Original Allegretti
Candies
For Christmas

Mirrors $1 00 to
Pedestal- $2.410 to
Jardniner Stands 411c to
Plate Racks The to
Medicine Cabinets 41.14 to
Musts Cabinets $11,0 to
1'Pales' Desks $440 to
Book Ores $9.75 to
Go Carta $24)0 to
Hugs &Ott to
Mattresses $2.0.9 to
Springs $1.50 to

Cots $4.14) to

Will J. Gilber

Bicycles

Plate Racks

D Steel Ranges

Mrs. Austin s isuckwhest gives you
genuine buckwheat flavor. Be sure
to get the genuine.

Sweer S11.50
to 113.00.
Itt•DI, PHILLIPS
CO.

- Score cards for the. game Five
Noodled for sale at The Sun offies.
Emplovea in salt works never got
at 25c:
elto:ers. wart& fever, indoensti or
(csIde
Headaches and Neuralgia from Cold
man's particular friends M.t oftaxortvg Bar/M0 volume.(be world wide
ten boae who are. not ton nirt1cuCole sad Grip remedy removes moor Call for
MI Mmes. Look for saristure ii, tv, Grove, 1k .4---

.

•

Winter Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets,
Team Harness,
Buggy Harness,
Harness
Repaired,
washed and oiled

Paducah
Saddlery Co.
Fourth and Jefferson
Streets.

10141.00
$ 8.011
5 1.75
$ 4.00
$ 4.00
BIA.00
$115.151
Weer
•1100.(ei
$20.0o
11112.00
• iszo
$4

012.50
1907 tniodels of Boys' and tuirls'
Bicycles just received. Full stock of
Bells, Horns, Letups, Saddles, etc.,
on hand. ,

$1.00

Only 73c

$2.25

$12.50

LEAVES&SON

The 1.ewest Priced House
Is the City. Quality Considered.

COMI*IttiNtISF: (1AN1)IDATE.

DYSPEPSIA CURE

Zimitieritien likely to Secure the Poet
041Ice at Lexington.
Dec. 20.-D. N. ZimMCI'man
was etrongly tipped today
as a probable w!nner in the .Derington is
welter*, which hen
reached
stags. Chartres
have bee
*alley M
tea.
Well, oat

DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT

WiiSb4t111(011

Tlks 41 .00 WC.mersine

2.4 Maws the trtal she. witch sell/11w SO awl&
vs. LA 1.01WIMI or

Pll***** D 0111..T AT
0

li

evil n Inv
111111

I

HIE

o. n•wrrr a COMPAZITY. CHICAGO. U.
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N
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FATHER CRIPPLED
DAUGHTER MUTE

fist
,

„mi
t 4
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Case of Destitution Found By
Charity Club

, MAKE YOUR DOLLARS COUNT

Agent 'Toner Will send Family to the
Poor F'arm, as They Are Public
Charge.

CLOTHFX4

FILL SINGLE

Buy Christmas Things Where :the Dollar Buys the Most
At the last minute don't get discouraged
or lose your head. Make your dollars
count---buy something substantial. If you
have been too busy to make selections,
come down tonight or any time before
Christmas day. Our display of sensible
gifts is full of suggestions, our sales force
is ample, and don't forget this:

ROOM.
‘.eseste":.-.ae
sed

hip Toner, agent for the Charity
club, will at once institote proceedings against a family residing on the
Routh side which subsists through
charity alone, to have its members
placed in the poor house where they
may be eared for properly.
"The name of the father is PerrY
Campbell, and he residea in a oneroom frame house on Broad street
near Sixth street In the Allen brick
yard property," Toner stated. "1
was directed to the house yesterda%
by an appeal from the wife. I found
a case of profesaional begging, and
will take steps at once to have ttw
three, constituting the family, transferred to the poor farm.
"The sight that greeted my eyes
was surprising. The exterior of the
house was not inviting, and neither
was the Inside. I found seated in a
chair Perry Campbell. He was encased in a steel frame which he has
to wear constantly because of a
broken back. His deaf mute daughter sot near him, and all about the
1-00111 clothes were strewn. The
wails
were lined with clothes of all descriptions and so thick were the garments
hung that one could not see the
walla. Two bedsteads helped fill the

"A Dollar or Two a Week Will Do.

„

F. N. GARDNER, JR. Co.
114-116 S. THIRD STREET

-MUSICALE-- -4
WILL NI %
CLOSE OF HIGH
SCHOOL FOR VACATION.

Excellent Program of Vocal and Instrumental Musie—Mr. Bagby
This Morning.

Fancy Rockers,

Extension Tables,

A Morris Chair
The roomy depths of a Mor
ris
are a deligh# to the- ,
eye as well as to the tired body.
Such a gift would assure you
grateful remembrance.

$5.50 to $25

Dining Chair, Ladies' Desks, Library Tables,
Couches,

Magazine Racks,

Indign-Shtt, • Book Cases,
Sectional Book Cases,
Dressing Tables,
Jardiniers,

A Costumer is not only an ornament
to any well appointed dressing room
but it is realty as handy as a good
sized closet. They are made in a
variety of graceful- forms, in beautifully finished brass and hard wood.
we have them priced from

$J.25 to $5.00

Open every night
until Christmas,

„...., , ..
‘,.....,,;,..,..
›„,
..„,„77 •zki
1..:01
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Weighing of Mafia
10 per cent. In raceme of the amount
Washington, Dec. 20.-- Represen- which should have
been paid to the
tative Murdock, of Kansas, introducrailroad for carrying mail. It states
ed a resolution today asking the post
office department for igiformallott that on the New York and Buffalo
conaerning the last four periods route_ of the New York Central and
when railway malls were weighed Hudson River railway,
Turkey Shoot.
the annual
Inside Fair Ground Friday Satur- and reciting that if the computation paymen
is are reported to be 11257.day and Monchie
for the average daily weight of mall 000 more
than they should be. In
is erroneotia as reported, restitutions explanation
of these alleged diserepshould be made by railways which sestet; the
reeolution states when
have been ovetpaid by the govern- weighing la
Special showing of Fancy
done for a period of 90
ment. The resolutim says that it is days the
Reek Combs, 50e to $4.50.
entire weight Is divided by
reported that the anneal payment by
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
or the 90 days less ill Sundays,
the government of $48,125,991/ Is to obtain the
average weights.

.......-,.,...„ ,...,.z.,,,*•.,,....,- ,_,,,,
.....

Buffets,

Fancy Mirrors,
Shaving Staufls, _

Chiffoniers,

Brass Beds,

A Handsome
Costumer!

CASH OR CREDIT

,

•'.

4••••44

LOST!
LOST!
LOST!
The opportunity to please your
V.
or mother unless you hay
her one of those sets of table
linen and matching napkins at
RUDY, PHILLU'S_ & CO.

liAing Kid
Gloves. black.
white, green, tan, brown, la
buttons, all sizes, at 143.50 pair.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.

a,

"What shall I give for a Christmas present?" is a question often asked. We answer it in the following list of suggestions:

, To celebrate the closing of *rho();
for the holidays, the Paducah High
school will give a musicale tomorrow
afternoon and some excellent features have been programmed.
The High school orchestra will
play several numbers and other features will be:
Vocal solo
Mr. Robert Fisher
Vocal solo
Miss Nell* Hatfield
Vocal solo
Miss Ethel Sights
Address
Principal E. G. Payne
There will be several piano solos
arranged in the meantime and
the
entertainment will be an excellent
one
Mr. Rairby This Morning.
Mr.Emmett Bagby sane this morning before the High school. His
solo
was greatly appreciated.
School Board Tonight•
The school board will meet in adjourned session tonight for the purpose of allowing teachers' salaries
for the month.

Notice.
Owing to the death of Dr. J R.
Coleman the accounts due the firm
of Drs. Taylor & Oalernan musk be
setled as soon as Possible All
Parties
owing the firm will plates pay when
bible are presented.
J. Q. TAYLOR,
Surviving partner of Drs. Taylor &
Coleman.

1
.

How Would
This Do?

MOM.

"Campbell informed me that he
could not
work. He had come
through by land driving his team, a
male and horse, followed by a jen net
and six dogs, all of which were
iYinir
about the one room while he talked.
Jackson, Tenn., waa the late place he
lived before he came here. He is
about 95 years old and his wife, who
does the begging, about the same
age, f judge. She has been begg‘tig
since she reached Paducah because
she can do nothing else. I suggest
ed
that they go to the poor farm, but
they would not hear to it. The
wife
desires to wait until spring and take
her team to a farm, making a living
by hiring it out."
Mr. Toner was moved by
tbe deplorable condition of the family,
and
walk today report the case to
the
county authorities,

-

Iron Beds:

China Cabinet
The fine china she prizes so
highly would certainly show to
much better advantage in a
pretty cabinet. She would be
delighted.
$10.50 to $85

,..s
r-

a Se

A MUSIC CABINET
The possession of a Music Cabinet is really a matter
of economy in the home of any music lover. Your
sheet music gets lost, torn, soiled or mislaid; its replacement is not only expensive but often impossible.
We have a magnificent disp:ay
of cabinets in
all the, rare
woods and new
finishes. Don't
fail to see this
line of Music
Cabinets.

$6.50 to
$30.00
.rato

-'
.

..„
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To Aid the Farmers.
North Dakota, has introdoced an
Cause of Car Shortage.
calamity. The extraordinaiy prosperWhen the denatured alcohol act amendment to give farmers the beneWashington. 1). C., Dee. 20.--The ity which everywhere abounds with
was passed by ennicreas It was the in- fit of the law.
!Interstate COM memo cormniesion's the high prices obtainable for all
tention to enable ferment to distill
annual report which was made pub- classes of commodities have so stimalcohol and denattifize It for use In
lie today deals at length with the ulated production at to yield a volLet us allow you Our Purse
heating, light and power Plirlsois
business
es.
10-called car shortage problem. and ume' of transportation
It is found, however, that the law
line, suitable Xmas preeents.
en this subject says; -The inability , which far exceeds In the aggregate
wbith fakes effeet January 1 is a virRUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
of lihippers to procure cars for the the carrying capacity of the railtual monopoly td the large distillers.
Movement of their traffic is the sub- roads. In a word. the development
beeause of Internal revenue laws
Ice of numerous and grievous cora- of private industry has of late been
which restrict the ditelilation to regis- f
'Plaint. which Porte to the CO111111;1- much more rapid than the increase
bred Mills with a rapacity of seven ,i
Moquette Hugs 27s4ko inch
Mon from all parts of the country. A of railway equipment.
te tort orations a day, conducted tinder
1'$2.0.
famine prevails which brings
tfie supervision of intereM revenge
.11
HEDY, PHILLIPS & ('O.
ess in almost every section, and
The jerhta is the desert ret, and Is
officials.
Senator liansbrough, Of '
.
some localities amounts to
a
found In the Soudan.

sdiamiihm
St

he tabucab %tut
AFTERNOON AND INEENI.v

ators ate use pitted on this Issue before the session adjourns.
-Chancellor Day, of Syracuse CMwho has sprung into prominence as the defender of John D.
Rockefeller. makes another ringing
speech against what he denominates
"swollen dernagogy."ely eels.) if it
Is a crime for a ,genius lo afford employment for 150,000 men, to increase wages and indulge a hancy
for philanthrops. -Courts of justice
are dragooned into subserviency to
executIve authority," he declares,
"men beine condemned without conviction and told to clear themselves
without
after thee are condemned
Mercy.- This manifestly has no reference to the "Immunity bath." But
through this dark picture there always gleams this ope glad ray of
optimism for the seer of Ssoiscuse,
and he lifts his voice in praise to
Providence that, ''We are steadied
by the calm confidence and signal
ability of the greatest men ever
world."
known In the commercial
Ah, blessed asaurance! And the
rest of us,--we, too, see the sliver lining to the cloud that throws an everlasting shadow over this period of
our nationle existence. Dark though
the hour, and ili the prospecte, yet
not without its compensations is the
crisis that brings forth into the light
of publicity such a grand figure as
that of Chancellor Day.

Y THE SUN PUBLISHING CO. ssrsItY,
INCURPoKATIED
D. FISHER. President.
J. PAXTON, General Manager.
RATE:St
Wed at the postoflIce at Paducah.
Ire.. as second class matter •
TIMM DAILY SUN
caroms per week
2S
all. per month, in !idyls's IT per year. In advance. 2 so
rug MOULT 'UN
mall. postage pald. .81.00
s THE srm Paducah. Ky.
pt.!'
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s eras s Young. Canoe* and New
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WIN can be found at the fellowpt.
ments 111. Co.
ri Bros.
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louse.
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THraSD%i. DECE.MBER 20.
- CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
November-190C
3933
2.
4069
3
3936
5
4606
6
39200
3933
3980
4009
•
3947
.......3958
4023
3975
3968

lb
17
19
24
21
22
23
24
26
27
28
29
30

TOTAL
se for Novemeer. 11106
se for November, 10.15
Dismal*

3926
3939
3892
3876
3,
464
3872
3388
3897
7189
3886
3893
3901
3908
102,888
3957
37I9
238

Personalty appeared before me.
a, Dec 1. 1906, H J Paxton, gen:
manager of The Sun, who at.
that the above statement of
circulation of The Sun for the
nth of Nov, 1906, Is true to the
of his knowledge and belief.
ZTER PURYEAlt, Notary Pub.lc
My commission expires January
2. 1908.
Daily Thought.
"Loose habits I, nil with tight.
tong cords ef bondage In the end."

CITY DEFENDANT
IN NEW TAX SUIT

ARSON.
Charged Against Proprietor Whose
Hotel Was lslyeteriously Iltareed.

FIRST TO WEAR
OUT WITH AGE

Middletown, 0, Dec. 20.— C. N.
Powers, proprietor of the Rommel
hotel, destroyed by fire yesterday,
was &fleeted on a charge of arson Simple
Prescription Which
Asks
Company
Ayer-Lord Tie
this afternoon The arrest followed
Investigation by the authorities toShould Be Valued By
For Refund
day. It istelaimed that Powers is too
Elderly People
ill to be moved to this city The coroner is conducting a post mortem on
Amount claimed to Have Ike.° Paid the body of Earl Albertson, found
Absesenient Uutler
usi
dead in the burned hotel.
Relieves+ All Forms of Kidney and
Protest.
Bladder Troubles and 'thous
NOVITIATES EXPELLED,
;Bathers — Absolutely
Hannkees anti luPollee Use rhrocAu .Force in Maltielt
expeusive.
SUIT DATES BACK TO YEAR 1004
Them Obey.

Suit ,Was brought in the circuit
court today by the Ayer-Lord Tie
compatis to recover from the city
$606.38 taxes alleged to have been
paid under protest September 21,
1904, The original amount was
$177.50 on steamboats assessed at
$35,000. The penalty added to the
original tax bill swells the total
amount to $606.38.

Paris, Dec. 2+0.--Novitlatee for the
priesthood 134 the Seminary of St.
Sulphate; together with the directing
priest were expelled by the ponce today. Fifty students, alt foreigners,
were at the seminary when the police
visited the place. They had no place
to go and deelloed to leave except
under physical compulsion. The police seized some of the students and
Lima all left iseaceates

The company ciaimed as home ofBIG JIM WILL 11,1SPERKE.
fice in Chicago and alleeed it paid
tome on the property valuation Heavy Weight Champion Accepts Ofthere. The city treasurer collected
fer to Officiate.
the bit' with the 10 per cent, penTonopah Nev , Dec 20.— It has
alty added. The company then went been decided that James J. Jeffries
One of the wisest moves made by into cone to decide the validity of shall referee the Gans-Herman tight
the Commercial club was the exten- the assessment, and the state court The articles of agreement gave the
sion of its relations with similar or- decided against it. In the state court Casino Athletic club the right of seganizations in other cities. The sue- of appea:s the decision went against lection if the principals cannot gree
ease of the Commercial club in some the company and an appeal was Jeffries was offered Semites and exrespects depends on its usefulness In made to the supreme court of the penses to referee and bass accepted.
emergencies, nut only to the city but United States, which decided In fato individuals. By the -reciprocity vor of the corporation, reversing the
English FAlucation Bill Killed.
sgreement entered into a member of lower courts, and returning A manLondon, Dec. 20.e-The adoration
the Paducah Commercial club visit- date bele June 21, 1906.
bill received its death below in the
ing another city, may carry a card,
Since that time, the petition states, shotese of loris today. Both sides
whieh terves as a letter of Introducrepeated demands have been made spent the last thre days in practIcealy
tion and entitles him to all the courton the rity for a refund of the mon- Incessant conferences with tbe object
esies and Oeuefits of the commercial
dleoovering an acceptable comproey, and each demand has been re- of
organization in that city.. Such cremise, but the opposition found themnecessitating
the
company
to
pulsed.
In
immediately
dentials put him
selves unable to accept the conceitlaw to collect the debt..
touch with the foremost business go to
sions offered by the government
The suit recalls one of the bittermen of the city and distinguish him
Lord Lanedowne, in hehe'sf, of the
AS an optimistic, public spirited cite est fights the city ever figured in. The opposition, this afternoon moved that
;pen of his own community. It is a fight resulted is the Ayer-Lord com- the leds insist on their amendments
fine thing to go away from home and pany removing Its home port from to the bill. The; motion was adopted
boast of Paducah. her enterprise and Paducah to Evansville.
by 132 to se1 and the education bfil
her club, which stands for that enThe Ayet-Lord Tie company rep- was thus killed.
terprise, but the man who does not rments millions of dollars and runs
belong to the club can neither boast over half a dozen boats in the Ohio.
Little flypirens Wedding.
of his city nor the club. If he says Cumberland, Tennessee and MissisYesterday 'vetting at the residence
he does not belong.to It, he must sippi rivers and tributaries.
of the bride's father, near Little Cyleave the impreetIon either that be Is
press. Mx, Burch Barrett and Miss
not sudlcientls interested in his city
Enlah Story were united in marriage
open
Montana
Land.
to join the club, or that the city or
The bride Is a deughter of Mr. and
the club is not worthy of hie supHelena, Mont., Dec. 20 --Tele- Mrs. Ben J. Story, while the groom
Port. If he thinks the city is hope- graphic orders from
Washington is a son of Mn. Alice Barrett and a
iesely retrogreselve he should leave. were received today at various United
brother of Mr. Ed Barrett. an emIf he is not satisfied with the club he States land offices throuehout Monplose at the Illinois Central railroad
it
what
it
*holed join and make
tana which will result in opening for
shops.
should be,
settkenent several melloa sores of
land. In connection with the forest
Hunter Decapitated.
reserse proclamations of President
While out
The department of commerce
Carmi, HI Dec. 2e
lands
therein
Roosevelt, all
had been
bunting with companions today
ant labor seems to give little
withdeawn from all form of entry,
Charles Tomas, aged 20, the son of
show for Its existence except to
and in many Instances whole counties
a farmer living west of Ole city, in
provide for an immense army of
were involved. Delegations
were
climbing a tone* ateldentalir diSsent to Washington to protest, with
office holders. The report of
charged his gun. Theoshot tore his
result
the
order
has
been
that
the
Stsretary Metcalf, of the dehead from his body. He was hunting
Modified, ilt4th the exception of coal
partment of commerce and larebbits to sell for Christmas.
lands. The action of the department
bor, shows that the expenditures
la received with great glee.
Otto Girl's Fate,
of the department for the last
San Francisco, Dec. 90.—A few
Meal year were $10,508,185,
Fight no a Train.
charred human bones, all that redistributed chiefly among 9,mains of the body of klillie Dayton.
Fulton,
Ky.,
Dec
90
In
a
des50n employes.— Ky. State Jourperate encounter wit hseven or eight a victim of the fire of April 111, were
nal.
Italian laborers on the Illinois Cen- found in the ruins of a lodging house
The report of the department of tral accommodation
train to Fulton, at 708 Howard street She was a nacommerce and labor if the Journal Ky , near Woodstock late yesterday tive of Dayton, Ohio, and was 22
editor's eyes had not been glued to afternoon, Deputy Sheriff Joe Hill years of age.
the figures with dollar marks before shot Joe Craven, one of the Italians,
Boy Bandits in Obicago.
them, would have snown him that throligh the left hip breaking the
Chicago, Dec. 2'.1.—Two boy banthe bureau of statistics, census bu- bone, %stifle he sustained a scalp
dits about 13 sears old are terrorizreau, and other branches of this de- wound by being .truck On the head
wit ha heavy mandolin, wielded by ing certain sections of lb* city.
partment, which necessarily employ
Armed with revolvers with handker&nether Italian, Peter Freeman
an army of clerks, supply most valuchiefs over their faces they have held
able information, which is sent out
up and robbed a number of people.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO Wei
monthly to the press and keeps the Every dose makes you teel better. Las- Poe Numerous reports are made but the
matters that keeps roar whet. Melees rtght, Sold on the polke tre unable to locate them.
public Informed on
mosey-back jo*as everywhere Price So,rota.
variously
hereofore have been
Washburn in Hoar's Place.
guessed at. Naturally such work as "Not a truth to art or science has
Worcester, Mass., Dec. 20.—Chas.
ails to this department does not call
been given,
G. Washburn, Republican, was elector expenditures for much else than But brows have
ached for it, and ed representative in congress today
holm+ and stationery. The State
for the third district to fill the vacansouls tolled and striven.
Journal likes to see the government And many have
striven, and many cy caused by: the death of Rockwood
Hoar,
buy things with its money.
have failed,
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STEAMER BLOWS UP
ON MISSISSIPPI

be no child-raids then, no poetry,
no romance, to make believable this
exintence. We should have no enjoymeet except fil settee and sight. The
eternal light with which childhood
fills the world would, be extinguished.,
"Not believe in Santa Claus! You
;night as well not believe in fairies!
You might get nese papa to hire men
known How Many Lives
to vestals in all the chimneys on Christ Not
01114 Elve to catch Santa Claus, but
Are Lost on W. T.Scoville.
even if they did not see Santa Claus
coming doves, what would that prove'
Nobody sees Santa anus, but that is
no sign there is no Santa Claus. The Boiler Lets Go as She Rides at the
moat retail things in the world are
Wheel at (Mid Dust, Near
Vicksburg.
tholse that neither children nor men
eta bee. Did you ever seen fairies
dancing on the lawn? ,Of course not;
but that's no proof that they sire not
there. Nobody can conceive or im- HALF ON BOARD ARE MISSING
agine all the wonders that are unseen
and unseetiele in the world.
"You may tear apart the baby's
Vicksburg, Miss., Dec. 20.— One
rettle and pee what makes the poise
Inside, but there is a veil covering of the most disastrous accidents in
the unseen world which, not the the history of the Mississippi river
strongest man, nor even the united occurred today when the steamer W.
strength of all the strongest men that T. Scoville, plying in the Vicksburg
ever lived, could tear apart. Only and Davis Bend trestle was destroyed
faith, fancy poetry, love, romance. by an explosion. Owing to the large
CAE push aside that curtain and view nutnber of negroes on board, It Is imand picture the supernal beauty and possible to ascertain the exact nuniglory beyond. Is it al raw Ate Vir- ber of dead and injured, but the offiginia in all this world there is noth- cers of the boat state that no less
ing else reel and abiding
than ten or more than sixteen were
-No Santa Ohms! Thank God, he killed. They say a like number were
lives, and he lives forever! A thou- Injured. The dead white men are:
sand years from now, Virginia, nay. Captain John Quackenbcws, master
ten times ten thousand years from of the boat, of Vicksburg; Clerk
now, ho will continue to make glad Wade Quackenboss, of Vioksburg;
the heart of childhood."—The
Lavell Yerger of Jackson; Clerk
Joseph Smith. of Yazoo City.
Cluistip's Opinion.
The number of dead and Injured
Clhamip Clerk, of Missouri, is good negroes cannot be stated
at this
tor an interview it any time. A score time, but of the crew and passenger
of ourresixmdenta rushed up to him
Hat of 51) about half are missing
"What do you think Of this mesBoot Blown to Atoms.
sage?"
The accident occurred at Gold
were
pencils
And twenty expectant
Dam landing. 17 miler south of this
poised above twenty voluminous pads. city. The boat Was taking on freight
"I haven't need it."
when suddenly the boilers exploded
Down went the pencils; and pads. and the boat wa blown to atoms.
"But I'M tell you what I think of Many of the timbers were thrown
hundreds of yards and some of those
It.,,
on board were blown to bits. The
Up went the pad..
boat was so damaged she began to
"It's a very long meellege.l"
sink immediately.

All medical authorities are agreed
that the blood is the great source of
disease or of health In the human
system. If the blood is pure, the individual Is strong and healthy, Lf
the blood Is Impure or diseased then
there Is sickness or decay In the
whole system.
Rheuriat.‘m is strictly a blood disease. It Is caused by excessive uric
acid. Sores, pimples, etc., mean bad
blood. Catarrhal affections must be
treated through the blood to get permanent results, TO get well, to feel
strong, hearty and
vigorous este
must have good clan blood and lots
of it. You can't clean the biped thoroughly, unless the kidneys are made
active. Bad blood means clogged, Inactive kidneys and liver which causes, too, such symptoms as backache,
nervousness, bladder and urinary difficulties and other sympathetic troubles.
Here is a simple home remedy and
the prescription for making It up is
as follows:
Fluid Extract Dandelion one-half
ounce, Compound Kargon one ounce.
Compound Syrup Sarsaparilla three
ounces. Shake well in a bottle and
take In teaspoonful doses after each
A (sorrect Reply.
meal and again at bedtime. The inLexingtoe ha Luck.
Jack I.ondon, the well known nove.
gredients cam be obtained at any
Lexington, Ky., Dec. .20.-- Oil
great affection for ;este:ken
let,
has
4
good preselption pharmacy at small
farm of
In San Francisco there are t we and gas were *track on the
cost.
Theodore Bailey two miles from LexHere the readers of this paper twin sisters, Wee glees of six years, ington on the Newton pike. Oil proshave a simple yet powerful and ef- of whom Mr London is very fond.
pectors are leasing all the land in the
fective remedy for all farms of blood. I On the way to his boat one morning vicinity and preparing to drill
kidney and bladder diseases which Mr. London tort one of the twins. He
should relieve rheumatism and ca- stopped and shook her band.
tarrhal affections and replace; that, 'Good morneee my dear," he said.
Moquette Rags 36x72 inches.
weak, worn-out indifferent feeling! -And which of the twins are you!"
a beautiful present, $11.30.
with strength, vigor and health
The ettle girl answered.
I
RUDY, PHILLIPS di 00.
This prescription is considered by
the one vitat's Out wialkIn'."
"I'm
the best physicians as a fine system
renovator and being made of vegetaIrelima41041.0•1111401110.41•11ft4Wmilaw4+11'glerwss'wlie..410-1411•..•
ble extracts only is harmless and
anyone can mix It at home. Try this
anyway before Investing in the secret unknown concoctions of the patent medicine manufacturers.

ORATORY IN CONGRESS.
Oratory of the burning sort, promises to resound through the hails of
ingress when the issue Of nationalis precipitated in one of those
tied turns of debate, which
IS THEME A litAINTA CLADS?
most skilful parliamentarians
This editorial answer of 'The Bun.
stone the floor leaders are often
N)sw York, to a little girl's questlot
to
forestall.
It
liable
anticipate and
hes been printed many times in other
been said that the statesmen of
papers, but we want all the children
y have none of the eloquence
who read The Circle, yes and their
once distinguished the national
fathers and mothers, too, to know
lature. and this is really the
just how such all important question
opportunet the nation bas had
was answered, so here It Is:
ecades to ascertain just how hot
"We take Pleasure in answering at
fires of speech are smouldering
once, and thus promptly, the comr the smug fronts of our senmunication below, expressing at the
and representatives. Tariff and
Slane Humour great gratification that
silver were qiiestions of expediits faithful author is numbered among
: but the subject te nationalism
the friends of The Sun:
'You won't make a mistake if you give
state rights, goes to the very core
"Dear Editor: I am ft years old.
our system of government. It
"Some of my little friends say Mere
any of your men friends a handsome tie
es the foundations of our lityIs no Santa Claus. Papa says, 'If
or two. A man was never known to
*riles a Its ramifica4na carries us
3xsu see It in The Sun it's so' Please
back to the famous contests of Jefthe
truth,
Is
there
a
Santa
tell me
have too many.
ferson, Hamilton Adams, Burr and
Clans!
We are showing some very handsome
on down through Clay's time, touch"VIRGINIA O'HAVLON.
leg all the incidents of our country's
"114 West 95th ;street s
exclusive imported patterns whicn are
history to the Immediate present.
"Virginia, youe little friends sirs
the prettiest things to be had in Paris
Parties were originally founded on
wrong. They have been affected by
age
skeptical
this Issue, and party policies until
the skepticism of a
and on the continent. They are prict d
They do not believe except they see.
recent years have been guided by the
They think that nothing can be which
inherited attitude of leaders toward
is not comprehensible by their little
some conternolon of the constituMinds. All minds, Virginia. whether
tion.
they be men's or children's, are little.
.
Always under the original Demothis great universe of ours men is
In
cratic regime, when our affairs were
We show immense varieties of beautia more insect, an ant, In hts intellect,
0
comparatively simple, there was jealAnd many died, slain by the truth
with the boundleaa
as compared
ful tics in gift boxes at $1.00 and as low
Gold Ship Is Overdue.
OUR watch_ kept of the power's:of the
With the actual holidays nearly a
they assailed."
Seattle, Dec.e20.--Grave fears are world about him, as measured by the
as 50c.
federal government, and supreme week away already three serious *cci
The Osteopathic science has been felt for the safety of
the big steamer intelligence capable of grasping the
,court decisions followed the trend of bents to small boys using toy pistol;
knowledge
and
truth
whole
assailed as vigorously as ever any Petens)lrania. She Is aix days overThe
. public sentiment, the justices being and powder have happened
"Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa
new truth that has beet offered the due from Valdez, Alaska, with 200
Men and citizenseSsater new contin- greet danger of these wounds from
He exists as certainly as love
Claus.
world,
but,
passengers.
today it is rapidly coming
The ship also carries a
gencies arose, but still old decisions toy ilstois is not so much In the exand generosity and devotion exist,
' on somewhat parallel cases served tent of the immediate injury ae the into its own, as the people become half million in gold
and you know that they abound and
.as precedents for the-legislative and danger of Infection and consequent better acqrainted with It—know it.
give to your life its; highest beauty
•
—Before
you
buy
mixed
nuts,
Numerous instances of
Osteopathy is an evolution of the
' execntive dspartmente. Now we are locketw.
and joy. Alas! how dreary would be
j
•
amossms samisaam...
enddenly buret forth as a eenrld pow- eases resulting fatally in this way science of treating disease. It went raisins or candies elsewhere, see JIM the world If there were no Santa
Best Claus' It would be as dreary as If
er with colonies and a distinct for- should be a warning, to parents, yhe back to the first principles in nature Vlaholeaa, 304 Broadway.
itsto..•
elen policy, with manufactures and police adopt stringent regutetions. for its foundation, and by taking a quality, lowest prices
there were no Virginias. Ttrere would lieselaies.diteenemesa.1segeingnnasea+s-wens.ses
commerce to be protected and en- butt policemen have something else step backward it has made a
great
larged. We are a unified nation with to do beside search smell boys for stride
forward.
youngsters natucommon interests as we were never aeapons, and the
It is merely a common sense
- before. The question of nationalism rally are intelligent enough to bide
comes to the front again, and this the pistols when a "copper" Is about. treatment: a method 61 manipulatime national pride :teems to take Some physicians suggest a fine for tion to restore the normal conditions
',precedence for once over state pride. the sale of the toys. Certainiy the of nerve control and blood supply to
small annual profit accruing to the every organ of the body by removirr
AVe are Americans.
merrh-ant should not be allowDemocratic leaders in congress, it retail
the physical obstruction. or stimii
ed to °gest the danger to human We.
is understood, will take the first oplating, or preventing functional re
0
srtunity to precipitate a debate on
tivities, as the condition may rs
. the subject hoping thereby to score ('heap candy, is doomed along with quire.
At point, but we feel they are too cheap ice cream, because the pure
The *woes* I have had in Padul sore both of the sentiment of the food commission has fixed a standcah in treating rheumatism, neuraleeintry and the Impregnability of ard of giurose to be used and the
stheir own position. When they mar- term chocolate creams no longer may gia, nervousness, malaria conditions
sehal the time-honored tenets of their be used in referring to the color in- such as the tired-out, run-down fee
,Isarty. some one may produce the stead of the composition of candy. ing, sick, heavy headaches, and
Ales of some radical Democratic pa. That means that after January man- stomach disorders are butt a repeti. ennialnIng a glowing account of Olacturers shall not be permitted to tion of the successes of the science
the welcome extended by that party use common varnish for the outside everywhere.
, to William Jennings 'Bryan on his costing of chocolate creams, and
Come to see me at any time, and
return from Europe, editorial as- cheap filler for the itream" part. let me tell you
sf Paducah peops,
surances of his leadership of the There is probably less harm in high
you know well who will vouch to
grade
candies
than
In
the
orpit
and
party and extracts of his speech in
, which he advoeatee the government dinary dinner desert, hut there is benefits received from the treatment.
race suicide in some of the multi- That's the best recommendation I
, ownership of rsilroada.
Let the victory perch where It May colored compositions sold for the tan give you.
FORTY.ONE YEARS
1111
Broadi vy,
-' the country Still have a real- griev- gratification of an infantile Sertit- DR. FROA018,
'Phone 1407.
ant, ggilinst congress, U the best or- tooth.
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Beautiful
Impot ted Neckwear
For Gifts

$1.50 Up

DIAMONDS

.40

A good suggestion and a mark of refinement to
the wearer. A good proposition, because they are
always valuable. We have them loose and mounted.
Our Store is Full of the Beautiful

Nagel 6 Meyer, Jewelers
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We have cut the price on all ready-towear Suits priced at $25 and
up one half.

People *mil
Pis*,an4 Brefeie

aillaalte IN THE WAY'.

El VICit XS NM

riesSelresfteletaviellOire•

SILVER.

"There are few of us out-onlY
neer Stages
31.6 1.6 rise
Mies Palmer and Mr. alctiregor, of these who have to keep pegging away Cairo
to make our Wins. amid rea.ly we are Cincinmisti
38.7 2.9 re*
Heaton, Marry.
32.1 1.5 rise
A Wadding of especial social inter- up amiinst it," was tbe declaration of Evansville
5.8 0.7 rise
** both at Sento; and in Paducah, a drummer as he settled back in the Florence ..
Johnsonvilet .
14.1 5.1 rile
Wok plase leat night
at Benton. bus and pulled at his pipe
"My, but you talk about your Louisville
where Miss Nettie Penner and Mr.
13.9 1.1 rise
Why Not (Jive SouittLing Substeutial
Thomas es- Green- were married. cheap feelings: I had 'am yesterday Mt. Carmel
15.5 0.2 rise
They pa:teed through Paducah last at Murray. Went in to see a mer- Nashville .. ..
.25.9 2.5 rise
Furs are a Most Excellent Gift for
night en route to New Cremes, and chant and he had a home full of cite- Pittaburg
11.0 4.0 fall
will be at bores at Benton after De- tumors. I laid ground for more than St. Louis
6.2 0.3 fall
Wife or Sister.
an hour and then he comes hack and Mt. Vernon
teen ber 26.
31.0 1.9 rhiel
The bride is a young lady of much says 'well.'
Paducah
28.5 1.9 rise
We have just received some handsome things
"My, I was ashamed to do It, but 1
persona! charm
She is a niece of
which we have priced very low for Christmas.
hint
I
was
a
drummer
told
and asked
Solon L. Palmer, the banker of
A stage above 30 feet is expected
Benton, and Dr. Van Willey. of Ben- him to :et nee show hint my samples. here from the present rise. The river
ton; also, of Mrs. Solon Higgins, of He told me I ought to he ashamed of rose 1.9 In the lest 24 hours, the
Fur Coats
Novelties in Furs
Murray. She is well known in Pa- myself and since that I have not had river being at a stage of 28.5. Buglthe heart to 'butt' in."
ducah.
Children's Sets
oss* the wharf these last few days
There are few drummers out now, (alone
Mr. McGregor is the junior memChristmas is frenzied
No
due
fact
to
the
that
goods are being more awful calamity could be hitber of the law firm of Oliver, Clever
sold
by the retailers and they have agined than for
& McGregor. of Benton and Paducah,
the City of Memphis
it time in the holiday rii-h to WO.
and ei a young attorney of ability.
With its load of a thousand jugs of
He is a brother of Mr. W. C
"boo*" to sink, or the failure of the
McGregor, of Paducah, bookkeeper for
Kentucky' to pull out Saturday night
commodation train and was side- I
Nauhelm, wholesale grocer. He
with a still larger load of Chrertinas
tracked here. The. car is used in ex- bas
many friends in this city.
cheer. In all lines the shipments
amining applicants for the right hand
( LOCAL LINEN.
are heavy this wek.
side of the cab
Mr. Loeb to Marry February 14.
Enough whisky to put all we'll.
-Wanted --EverybodY to know
The date for the marriage of Me
Tennessee on a protracted jag ;eft
Administrator Named.
that our Fisherman lies overstocken
Sidney Loeb, of Paducah, to Miss
V G Garner this morning was ate sn the City of Memphis last night
tie with Gold Fish and it Is too cold Minnie
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Schwartz, of Oklahoma City. pointed
liii uccount of the Memphis reaching
administrator of Owen
us
to
for
hold
them.
come
Bo
and
get
A.
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2.
ha, been set for February 14. AnAttractiveness of our Store
Clark, Mrs Ora (lark, the wife. the destinations of the whisky sevtwo Gold Fish, Aquarium. Plants.
Broadway. Phone 196.
nouncement of tile engagement was waiting
eral day' before (*risen*. fear is
•
right
to qualify. R. W.
Pebbles, Box of Fish Food, one
is increased by our display of Community Silver. Admired
made early in the autumn.
-Mrs. T. Howartson, of 805 i
Jacob, A. C. /Nitre% and J. S. Seller expreased that the country *waine
pound can Baking Powder, end that
wit
by all who see it-it would be more admired on your table.
Campbell street, has recovered after
not
wait,
but
will
start
celeto
were appointed appraisers. Owen A.
Fine Art 'Novelty for thirty-five cents.
taking an overdose of morplrine seriDance Postponed.
Handsomest pattern on the market. Lasts a lifetime.
Clark was killed a few weeks ago by brating scandalously right away. In
This la the lost shipment of ash we
dentally the night before. City
that event rush duplicate orders are
Messrs. Clarence Householder and Albert Winfrey and his
will have Witt mailon. it Makes the
body
was
sician J. W. Bass attended her.
exeected
to swamp the Kentucky on
cheapest and nicest Christer** pres- George Hoiliday have postponed the buried at liopkiasvele.
Saturday night. The City of Mem-When you order a rig front us 1
ent.' Biederman flokery and Baking dance they were arranging for ma
phi* received freight until 1 o'clock
week, until after New Year.
you are talking to one of the pro- Co.
Snits Fliwo
last night and got away at 2 o'clock
prietors or capable ....irks (not a ' -The Sun has reduced Its onsEing
Luther Word flied suit .n circuit for the Tennessee river.
driver or hostler) who writes, sum tete to out-of-town people, to 25c a
Miss Lucy Patton, of Woehisburg. court this morning
against Chaune
The City of Savannah arrived este I Heavy plated Tea Pots, Creams, Sugars, Spoon Holders, etc. This
Va.,
Send
year
will
month
a
return
it
$2.50
to
or
and Oils the order
home tomorrow after Word for divorce. They
at appointed
clam of goods is taking the place of cut glass down east
were mar- night from the Tennessee river with a
a
p:easant
former
Paducah
friends
one of your
visit to Miss letele Cave ried in 1198 eyed stiparauid In 1903.
time. Palmer Transfer Co.
but
trip
few
toad
men.
rousters
The
The
-Florest C. L. Brunson, whoee as a ebrisunas gift. It win be lust and Miss Blanche Hills.
plaintig
alleges statutory half loaded the steamer here and then
letter from
ikome
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kahn have grounds.
place on Broadway near teeth street eke a daftly
walked up the hie. The Savannah
have
the
25-11
Phone
Startpaper
and
returned from visiting in Dallas,
was burearieed two nights ago, diswas cea:ing this morning and cut
-time
Christmas
in
for
ed
Tex*.
covered yesterday afternoon that 23
reeled In getting • few men to eet
County Court.
-Large line unredeemed pledges
fine Sower vases were taken. The
Clyde Oliver, have goes to Las Cruz,
A rule was issued on E. W. away for St. Louis
All the rousters
-Diamonds, high-grade
watches, N B, tc spend
amount of cash secured was $35.
Christmas with the Vaughan today in the county court to who hate any Money, already have
borhood. $15uu cash. II. C.
genuine
Parker
Bros.
Smith
&
shot- forrnees brother, Attorney George show reason why he hes not turned started the holidays.
$1.50 books for 50c, the most no
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
'equaled offer ever made. the Rose of guns, pistol*, etc., at half price. Ike Oliver.
Leer to the court the inventory and
The Buttorff came in from ea-shFOR SALE-- Four room cottage
Old St. Louis, Darrell of the Blessed Cohen, 106 S. Second street.
Mrs. J E. Kiser, of Rutherford. aelealsement of the estate of his y- lee with a good trip last _night and
on
Harrison street. good neighbormother,
the late Mrs. B. C. Vaughan. left at noon for Clarksville.
-We pride onreetves on quality. Tenn., is speeding the holidays frith
Isle, The Man of the Hour, Dorothy
hood good condition. Lot 50x165.
The Henrietta left today for the
South Her Mountain Lover, Cape *titer than cheepness. C. L. Brun- her daughter, Mrs. Harry Johnson. The motion .was made by creditors
Stable and other out-houses. Very
Tennes
river after a toe of ties.
Genera: Agent John T. Donovan. of of the estate.
Cod Folks, all go at this price, while Ion & Co., 521 Broadway,
desirable. $1300. H. C. lioThas..True"Muddy
The
do
son
ware,.
for
Margaret
i
a
expected
in
today
-We have Slug Shot that will de- the Illinois Central, Is expeke<1 home
they last at R.. D. Clements & Co.
Bldg. Tel. 127.
or tomorrow from the Cumber:arid mirror" any better than a paper of a heart
_
Deeds Filed.
stroy all insects on plants; and Plant today.
-Chief of Police Hineley, of CarJ. E. mintuAN, blacksmith, 40)
river. It may be possible to got a smell circulation wil: do for a want
A
deed
dated November II, 11137,
Colonel Victer Van de Male r;penter Hill, Ala.. went to Shawnee- Food that will make plants grow.
crew until after Christmas.
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
.
ad. medium.
showing that the commonwealth
turned yesterday from Illinois.
town, Ill., yesterday afternoon after Brunson, 629 Broadway.
Speaking of big towboat busiest's -- FOR REN1-elegant flaw Seventh work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
through
Governor
.1
M.
Mrs.
Bullock
.1
S.
Roes and children re--Parties receiving &mere in a
learning he eras lit hours behind his
the Pavenia, of the Ayer-Lor4 fleet
deeded to John Peck land In this
and Broadway. Apply to B. H. Scott. for dome stone side wire time the
intended victim. Frank White, a Brunson boa, or with Drunson's card torted today from Grand Rivers.
_
oce year brotert out Maine 825,060
best rubber tires made.
county
for
$20,
was filed in counts
Mr John Rothmcks. of Wickliffe.
FOR STOVE WOOD ptione 1950
seventeen-yegreed boy who is ac- attached, laity rest assured that they
Lea.
court
FOR SALE- Good farm thirty
yesterday.
It
is
returned
necessary
home
to
yesterdaY.
Bundren
represeat
George
quality,
rather Ulan cheapcused of stealing $112 in Carpenter
The Joe Fowler came in Isle last
acres, close to city, choicest suburMa. Isadore Klein has returned settling a land controverteHill. The boy was traced here and ness.
for
room
(tout
FURNISHLa;L)
night
from
Evanireite
and left twineban neighborhood. Magnificent site
Mrs. Bele Hook deeds to H. If.
the Alabama officer found where he
-For best coal and bandied kind- from a trip through Missouri and 11diate!y on the return
trip.
The rent. Apply 509 Washington street. for borne. $3000. H C. Hollins, TrueMassie power of attorney
Ii Doll.
bad bought a bicyc:a. S snit of °kWh** ling. Dhoti
203. isbaston-DImaker
binkru up schedules interfere greetIImöIt RION't-Four room cottage. hetiri Bldg, Tel 127
Mn, J. 0 Zimmerman and daughand a ehotgun.
'Coal Co.
I' with the passenger business". The fu
c.
207
1d.0 Apply to
Oldr phone 0
ter. )(ism Madge of Cairo, have re----CON'TRACTuR WEIKEL-I-Masoi
-doe the cnristmas boxes of . --Tit* Mite
Marriage
License.
John S. Hopkins ea.* in today from
society at the First turned bon*.
CHEAP-SorrelSALE
her-se: ry and concrete work a specialty.
FCi
_
R
Arbra Hardison, 4. .1.), 22, to Maude Evensvi:le
fancy stationery at. Tho Sun office,'Baptist church will meet tomorrow
Mt W. Y. Vendee and wife have McGuire, city, 21.
E.
Oillee 126 South Fourth. Phone 410
The Chattanooga today i• loading
price'. 40c up.
afternooa at 3 o'clock with Mrs. F. returned from Clarksville.
Gee, 522 Jackson.
Andrew Poster, 26, and
Residence phone 1237. Prompt atGoya
web corn over on the Illinois side
-The Rev R. W. Chiles, of the N. Gardner, 509 Washington street.
Miss Richie Stone, of Earlingtote Kirk, 21, both of West
Franklin, and probably will get away this eve- -ffrit- RENT-Five room cottage, tention to all estimates.
Rescue Weston, hes set December 28
-New shipment high-grade shoes, Ky., will visit Mee Mary
Berri. of
with bath 1016 Idad.son street. apOng for Chattanooga.
as the date for his &nitwit Ctirtstiato Stacy-Adatty Stetson. Walkover age Clark street,
FOR SALE- Excellent lot for
during Christmas week.
Joe These 13, c:tA and GerThe Dick Fowler had a rushing ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
tree to the Poor.
apartment house . on South Thiel
Mrs. Algie Plumlee. of Fulton. is trude Thomas,
Edwin Clapp at Caine prices. Ike Co21, of bardwe, col- ius'ness fcr Cairo this morning.
-City sulleCrluers to the Daily
HICKORY WOOD-Phones. dui street, only three blocks from Broadvisiting relatives here.
hen's, 106 8. Second St.
ored
The Saltier) probably will *rive
Sun who wish the delivery of theli
telephone 127, H. C. HolMr
and
Mrs E E Wal:are. of Lit-Our ear of Oranges tuts gotten
W H Campbell. Marion. 11, io early toesorrow morale's from St 442, New 598. Delivered promptly. way. Call
lins, Trueheart Bldg.
papers stoned must eotify our col- in. Flee hundred boxes of all stses tle Bock. Ark., are visiting relatives
C. IL Bell & Sons.
Kate Wyatt, Marion, ill
Louis.
lectors or make their requests di- and prices. Biederman Grocery and here.
FOR SALE-An upright piano, as
The Georgia Lee CM be due up to- - FOR SALE-A well equipped launMrs. Burton Story, of it. LOUle,
rect to The Su a ogles. No attention Baking Company.
Apply A. good as new, or for exchange for land
Adams.
Seventh
and
dry,
te/get
from
Memphis
for
Cincinnati.
Jadipsient Entered.
Ws, is venting her sister, Mies May
in the county.
Mrs
Edward Buwill be paid to such orders when
The Kentucky wilt arrive late to- J. Wintervenith, 31,8 South Seventh.
In the case of
William Harris
Story, of South Third street.
chanan, 533 South
Eighth street.
given to our carriers. San Pub. Co.
Mr. and Mrs. V. 0. Sweatman and
night or ear:y in the morning from
dining
set
-Bed
FOR
LEmom
SA
agaiast
Sophia
Harris.
a
judgment
Mr. A. C. Gourley and family will
New phone 1144
visit in
-B. W. Whittemore has among his granddaughter left for a
the Tenneseee river
room set, rug and other articles Apleave Sunday to spend the holidays in for divorce was entered.
WANTED. FOR. 1. S. ARMY collections of curbs a supposed man- Jackson. TeaL, today.
•
Broadway.
(Ninsidertable
excitement
1455
ply
was
caused
Eirbyton,,Ky.
todon tooth purchased from Frank
Ott the river front this morning when
--Got taste. 431 South Able-bodied unmarried men between
RENT
FOR
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Van Meter. and
Polk.. Court.
Riley. a Brookport fishernan. who
the steamer John A Patton, just Sixth street. Modern plumbing. AP- ages of 21 and 35. citizens of United
Mites Helen Van Meter left WednesThere were two defendants in po- completed at
found it while dredging in Wabilaft
States, of good character and temHoward's shipyard. ply 438 South Sixth.
day Meet for Circleville, 0., to spend lice court this
morning. 3 0 Stahl blew out a steam pipe when crossing
river. It weighs two pounds
perate habits, who can speak, read
the holidays.
RENT-Furn
lehed
evens
over
FOR
anti
Charles
Scott.
the
Atter celorsee the river to this oity, preparatory
-Don't forget that we are offerand write Engl',di For information
Mrs. Will Cothran has gone to Stahl was accused of
store.
drug
Ninth
and
Sleeth's
refusing to pay to going south, and for a time It look
ing Gold rah cheaper than they can
apply to Recruit,rg Office, New RichMayfield to visit.
buggy hire and the case was dismiss- ed as if she would drift over the.faile Brow:lea y
he caught out of the Gold Sea. Our
Mr. Thomas Watson, night opera- ed. Scott was arrested
mond House, Paducah. Ky.
Fisherman has overstocked us, and
yesterday af- The accident occurred when the boat
girl to do
WANTED-- Good
tor at the Illinois Central depot, will ternoon by Patrolman Gouriens.who
work
they must go. Come and see them at WheatIn faimrily of S.
was opposite the foot of Fourth peered house
Oro.
Close. go to Hopkinaville this
afternoon to found he had a gun The Negro was street. Site bad drifted as far down Old phone 146441
our stores. Biederman Groeery and
Hotel Arrivals.
Mat
72%
78% spend the holidays with
relatives.
Palmer-H. Siegfried, St. Louis:
Baking Co.
drank, and swore in the city hall that as lb. foot of Ninth street. when •
July
77%
FOE ALL kinds nf carpenter work
77%
Mrs.
L.
Robertson and children he illil not care • d -It he got 60 life-saving mew went
- -Exalted Ruler R. T. Lightfoot, of
to the resale apply 0. M. Dodd. 1(09 Ilifirlson, old R. E. Haynes. Owensboro; C. W.
Dec.
743
/
4
743
/
4 went to
Murray this morning to days. Judge Cross etre him $50 and and brought her safely to shore
the Paducath lodge No. 217 B. P. 0. Cora-Nieman, Cincinnati: A. J. Moreland.
•
phone 830.
spend the holidays with relatives.
costs for being drunk and disorder- There was no one on board. except
Elks, has caled a meeting for 2
Metropolis, I11.; J. D. Breining. ChiMee
43%
44%
cottage
RP:NT-Terve
icroge
FOR
Mr. Harry Asbbrook, the plumber, ly, and fined hie, 875 and costs with the crew. The Patton
o'clock Tuesday afternoon, at the
made her trial on North Twelfth street. Apply F cago. H. A. Green, Maydeld; B. F.
Dec.,
44%
44
returned
this
morniag from Old Mex- an days In the county jail for "tot- trip Monday. It belongs to the TenHome on Fifth street, for the purpoes Gate-.
Wertzel, Louisville: H. J. Lacy, Cin- _
Flatter.
ico to spend the holidays with rela- ing" the pistol
of coilection baskets for the poor. -May
t:Its-see River Navigation company and M.
cinnati: J. M. GriestePittsburg: E.
42%
42
tives.
Eac.h-*Ik will bring a basket lilted
MEALS 20 CENTS each, perma- S. Bretherton, Chicago:
ks one of the handsomest passenger
George
36%
July • • •
36%
Attorney D. H. Hughes returned
with $2 worth of toys, candies and
boats built at Howard's In several nent boarders $15.00 per month. Ap- Howk, Evansville. Ind.: J. W.Brown,
Dec.
33%
34
Girl Hobo hi St. bon's.
froni
Louisville
this
morning.
food.
The boat will probably be ply 620 South Sixth- street.
St. Louis; .1. G. Beasley, Fulton; M.
Francis McClain, the girl hobo years
Miss Mary' Catbey, of Louisville. la
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 300
FOR SALE--Orie bread wagon as S. Moore, Terra Haute, Ind.: J. L.
May
16.55 16.45
who rams to Padneah dressed In taken bark to Howard's for repairs.
visiting in the
Fraternity building.
good se new, can be used for milk Head, Peru, Ind.: C. A. West, LouisJoky
16.05 16. IA
male attire, Is in St. Louis. She in- -Louisville Post.
Messrs. Bei Mosley and Charlie
wagon; also second-band
-11fte "air ear" re the leinois Cotter
surrey ville.
formed friends before departing as
Seatnon, of the Illinois Central blackFulton t his
Central arrived from
Be:vedere: P. Payne, Mayfield: A.
Mar
9.42
9.38
cheap. Oity Bakery, Frank Kirehoff.
()Atrial Forecast..
to her destbsation.•The girl excited
smith
shops, will go to New Orleans
mornieg on the Fulton-Paducah acJau
9.14
9.28
The Obilto at Evansy lee and elt.
the sympathy of big hearted Chief
HAND-PAINTED Pillow tops, decl 1. Adler, Cincinnati: D.G. Curd.Westtonight to spend Christmas with relt
9.58
May
9.60
James Collins. and it is generally un- Vornou wi41 continue rieng during coated elle:nth for dresser dollies field. Mass.: F. B. Herring, le Cenatives.
July
9.71)
9.68
derstood that he furnished her mon- tee next 2 days. At Peduesh and and opera bags by Mrs. H. H. Mey- :tee J. W. Fowler, Chicago: A.
Miss
Mollie
Lenihan
has returned ey for oar faro to St.
Stocks-Louis where Cairo will continue rising during the ers. Displayed at Eiey Dry Goods Co. 'seeker St. Louis; J. F. Mimes. CVnext 4 days. The maximum stage at
L. & N
1.45%
1.44% to Mayfield after a visit in this city. she has relatives.
FOR'SALE- 3 room house, good cago: R. L. Hamilton, Savannah,
Mr. Gilbert Hiele, of the StarksEvansville will probably appreemate condition: 018 South Third street. Tenn.
1.81
P.
1.81 %
1
Ullman Saddlery company. is dan,23 or 34 feet, sod at Cairo .:4 or JJ
Rdg.
1.35%
1.40
H. C. Hollins. Trueheart Bldg. TelelAberate
Political
Prisoners,
gerouslyill
of
brain
fever
at
St. P.
1 . 51%
his
1.51%
feet.
Frisco Teachers* Union.
phone 127.
Bialystobs Dec 20 -- A large body
, Mo. P.
_The Tennessee from Florence to
93%
93% home in Rowlanatown and not exSan Francisco, Dec. 20.-Teachers
Terrorists
of
cheap
farms
demolished
-Three
today
the
on
SALE
FOR
Peuna.
1.37% pected to live.
.1ohnsonvii1e so material change due
1.31%
of San Francisco have organized a
short otire. five Wile, from city.
Attorney Frank Lncas of this city, railway track near h e and held up lug the next 24 hours.
Cop.
1.12%
1.12%
union to protect themselves front anHolt & Potter, 119 South Fourth
1.49
1.49% 'and M. E. Gilbert, if hlurray, have a train on which po: ical prisoners
Tim SlissIvielppi from Chester to See
other cut in their salaries.
Four
conveyed
'bele,
tk,'t'ilna.
street.
Were
They
fo
rmed
a
72
law partnership with atLead
72
elight:Y above ("giro Will continue fall
months ago, when the board of eduthen
attacked
the
gu
rds.
killing
. SG
tires in the Fraternity building.
FOR SALE- Attractive 3 room cation WWI crippled by the fire end
5.52
lug.
C. P. I
We offer' the Well known
4711
47%
The Wahash at Mt. Carmel will cottage on south aide, 2850. H. C. earthquake. $164,11(110 was taken
Mr. Clifford Reddick has arrived three and wounding a dozen and liberated
the prisoners
1.04 14 from Georgetown to spend the holicommence tailing today.
Hollins, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone from the ealety fund to rebuild and
1.04%
U. S.
•
Chancellors,
127.
,
days at home. Instead of in Winehesrepair the school houses To eseapo
4
ter, as previously announced.
BAN 014 Ble‘CK OMER&
Mercantiles,
Steel* 460411000
BBMD your Clothes to theFault- a deficit a resolution was teased deSergeant William Dover.. of comless Praising club, 302% Broadese priving the teachers of salary during
Dressed Chickene-20c to 50c.
La Sonias,
pany D, of the 12th Infantry, at Ft.
asaaripion Jeffrien Weald Meet T. Drake & Browder, proprietors. Both the vacation period.
Eggs-30e dos.
Leavenworth, Kan., passed through
Principe de Gales,
Bursa, but Joluseen is Barred.
phones f507.
Batter-26c lb.
the city yesterday on his way home
Los A Reel*, Cal., Dec. 20. --DieLanham's New Cafe.
FOR SALE-Eight room resiPotatoes
-Per
bu. OJc.
Sweet
Preferencias,
to Smithiand, on a furlough. Serruining'a proposition today an to dence, very attractive, newly painted,
Tonight Mr. S. .1. Lanham
will
Country Hams-17e Bc
geant Dovers expressed satisfaction
whether he would consent to re-enter bath. sewerage, hot and cold wattle open he new cafe at 115 Soleil
Princess Louisas, •
With Potatoes-Pet bit. 60c.
With army life.
the ring If a sufficiently Isrge puree very attractive. Lot 50x165 to alley. Fourth street
it is perhaps the
Green Bausage-40c fb
was offered, James J. Jeffries said
-Mr. Robert Fitzpatrick. w-ho ha'.
moat complete and handsomely apAnd several popular 5 cent
FOR SALE-- Neatfive room cotSausage-14c fb,that he would agree to Sght Tommy
been attending let. Viatenre college,
pointed in the city and Niff. Lanham
brsnds.
Cottatry
rd-12c lb.
Burns if a $511.4100 puree was pro- tage on Clay street. lot riett165 to wile be glad to see both his Old and
at Kankakee, le.. will arrive Friday
beautiful
shade
private
alley-,
triter(
Celery--75c bunch.
vided. He wonki not, he saki. make
to spend the holidays.
new friends. A mercitairts' lunch
me-bonaes: $1500. CH
Attorney Cecil Redd
went to
it match with Jack Johneon, the ool- stab/le and other
be served eeery day and special
To rnips-50c hu.
WANTICD-Orders-for- Hygienic arrangements have been made for
Louisville this morning On business.
ored pugilist, for any sum
Parsnips-$1.09 bu.
Toilet Reguisites: also Royce's Ex- serving dinner parties.
R. .1. Barber left today for ChienGreen Tomatoes-50c basket.
tracts, Cake Coloring, Perfumes and
bat! oil
business iris.
Kaufman the Favored Otte.
Turnips--Three for .10e.
laterporaist
Los Angeles, Cal., Dee. 20.- The Toilet Articles. Mrs. Efts, Garl.and.
Lettuce-10c.
Christmas 1
EDRUC.301STE4
Fifth Deatb From Fire.
betting on the Gardner-Kaufman Old phone, 1887.
Our Chrfictoses Mast Wi ir!li beSpinach--60c tat.
45
leugslo, Dec. 2.0 -Wttb the death
tight shows that the latter is favorite
1101 Meet
FOR SALE- ---5 room cottage with gin on* Friday. December 21st ez,14
tela111111010.
Pests-10e qt.
of Charlea Dean the IJet of the dead
the general impreesion
prevailing foar acme of land and out buildings, and see thew
Night Bell atiSide Door.
Rabbits---100 each.
from the Ore In the apartment house
that Gardner has lost ell his old-time just outside city limits. comfortable
C. L. BRUNSON *
te
bit night now reaqies
speed.
neigh•
"
ball Bettidirsv.
..amaimmulmisommom
es*
'
:7
'-

Rudy, Phillips

Co.

IN THE COURTS

The

II

Hart Also Has

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.

TODAY'S MARKETS

Standard Cigars
in Small
Xmas Boxes

R. W.WALKER CO.

WOLFF'S
Jewelry
. Store
Open
Evenings
Until
Christmas

TELE PADUCAH EVENT-Ng: SUN

PAGE SIX.

Harbour's Great Fourteenth Friday Bargain Sale Tomorrow

Open until
9 o'clock

Prices in this store have been reduced to the lowest notch for Christmas selling. Christmas is rapidly'approaching. Only three more buying days remain.
Don't delay; come tomorrow (Friday) and avoid the rush incident to Saturday's and Monday's shopping. Christmas shopping is made easy here. This Big
Store's large space, ample light, huge stocks, great varieties and low prices are a combinatioruhat cannot be outdone.

tonight and
until Christ
mas. Music
by our rega
ular b a n d'
from 7 to 9
o'clockevenings.

1
$1.75, 2, $2.50,13. $3.50, $4, $4.50, Leather Purses for Chrietntas Gifts.
%. Great tut Priv., sak of cloake,
Wometes Coat Suits for Chritanuut
tarts.
$5, $6.60, $7.50 and $8.54) and
Suits, le'urs, Skirts and Silk
At 10c, 15c, 2,5c, 51, 75' e
The Wool at 25c, 48c, 5,0c, 75e. 98e
Waists for christmas Gifts
$1.25, el.eee $1.98, $2.5te and $3.51)
Reduced to $3 95, 6.50, $9, $12
$1.25.
$1.
,90.
$2
and
$2.50
as
Ali $18 and $20 Coats cut to $12.each.
and $15 each.
Lid Gloves for Chrietmas Gifts.
50 each.
Woms
Women's Silk Waists for Christmas
Dresser Scarfs, Table (lovers, Ct-nter
At 85c, $1 and $1.50 a pair.
Elegant (*cats. reduced to $7.50,
Giftm.
Pieces, etc., for Chriettnas Gifts.
$8.1.0, $9. $10 and $11 each.
Silk Umbrellas for Christmas Gifts.
At $1.95, $2.25, $2.50, $2.95.
Splendid Omits reluced to $3.945.
At 24c, 48c, 98e, $1.25, $1.40,
At
$1,
$1.25,
$2,
$3,
$3.50,
$5,
$3 40, $3.65 and $4.75 each.
if., $6,40 and $619 each.
$1.97, $2.48, $2.18 ,to $4.47.
$6, $7.50 and $8.5-0 each.
Beautiful White Lawn Walser for
Chillren's Cloaks for all ages are
Sofa Pillow Tops for Christmas Gifts.
Em
brokilered
Handkerchiefs
for
Chrietnuts Gifts.
here at marvelously low prices for
At 25c, 5,0c and $1.50 eaoh.
Christmas Gifts.
Christmas gifts.
At $1, $1.25. 11.50 and $2 each.
•able
Linens for Christmas' Gifts,
At Sc,5c10c, 15c, 21c, 35c, 5vc, and
alerts's/aged Sateen Petticoats.
Silk Petticoats for Christmas Gifts. 75c each.
At kc, 35c, 50c, 60e, 75c, 90c and
each,
At $1, $1.25 and $1.50
$1 a yard.
At $3.50, $4 85. $6.5'.) and $7.50
Neckwear for Christmas Gifts.
Silk and Wool Shawls and Fasciae, each.
Napkins for Christas
m
Gifts.
At 10c, 15c. 25c, 35e and 5u' each.
tore for Christnute Gifts.
Furs for Chrietrnas Gifts.
At 215c, 30c, Zee. $1, $1.25, $1.48.
Belts for Christmas Gifts.
The Silk at $1.25, $2, $1.50 and
At 1U,. 15V, ?Se. 3,6c end Lev
82 50, $2.67 and $3 a dozen.
At 7,0c, 75c 'ow $1.25, $1.50.
i 3 each.

Harbour's Department Store d

THE KENTUCKY
BOTH PHONES 546

Monday Night,Dec. 24

Towels for thtmas Gifts.
At 4c, Sc, 9c, 13%ir, l5c and 2.5c
each.
Bed Blankets for Christmas Gifts,
At 99c, $1.25, $1.50 up to $4.48
a pair,
Suit Caste. for Chritstnatoi Gifts.
At $1, $2.48, $2.98 and $4.98 each.
Silk Mainers for Christmas Gifts.
At 25e. 30c, 75c and $1 each.
Men's Ties All Shapes and Co/ors for
Christmas Gifts.
At_25c and 50c each.
Slen's Novelty f4ustftenders for Christrues Gifts.
At 2,
5c 51)e and 75c a pair.
Men's Skirts for Christmas Gifts.
At 25c, 50c and $1.

Boys' Cravanett Overcoats for (luest.
marGlfte.
Ages 10 to 14 at $5.45.
Ages 15 to 20 at $4.45.
Men's Cravenett Overcoats for Christwas GifUt.
At $9 and $11.5.0 each, worth up
to $18.
Boys' Overcoats Ages 4 to et, for
. Christmas Gifts.
At $1.5O. $2, $2.50, $3 end $4 and
more that
many of them worth
dbuble.
'
This store Is teeming with othei
gifts for men and boys.
Fine stiits of clothes, hats, caps
gloves, collars, hose, 'tweeters, hand
kerchiefs, trunks and One shoes.

North Third Street
HALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY

TRAINING COCKS
FOR WORK IN PIT
W. M. Baker Develops Herein
tore Slighted Muscles
Rini% Get Winded. So He Ha.. .%pparatm. to Expecte. Their Legs and
Wings.

Mr. W. M. Baker who has beet
the originator of some of the int
l unique enttscprises, including`a ti
farm, crawfish breeding pond, t
First curtain at 8:15; last curtain at 11 o'clock, Positively no seats reserved by
game chicken yards, has been emsmenting ins new line which he thir11, telephone. Sale begins on Thursday morning 9 a. m.
will prove a help to sportsmen in
Prices:—Entire Orchestra. $2.50; first three rows of balcony, 12.00; next two rows, $1 50;
training their fighting cocks to more
endurance In the pit.
balance of balcony, $1.00; gallery, 50e.
He reatised that fighting cocks often were easily winded, also that thee
FREE LIST EN1IR.ELY SUSPENDED
lacked speed in striking. Development of the wing and leg muscle., the
name as in athletes, struck him as a
good idea, and he has two device.
which will do the work.
One Ian swinging trapeze, the Po',
being five feet Fong and hung by ti
spiral sprint's. A thin wire c,ylindrical gimped netting four feet in diameter Is placed about the trapeze and
%OMAN NI %stll Elt tDED UNTIL
the cock placed on the perch. The
SHE DIED IN .%ItIZONA.
apparatus Is pu)letitl down and let go.
ter begins to
Immediately the
nap its wings to retain its balance
leinted to De Son of Ituessian Noble- on the perch. Its motion keeps the
flexible trapeze Boma. The bird will
man and Clerk in Corutulate
Pineapples •
eweet Fi rota ()ranges
I ;rape Fruit
in this way get exercise in wing acat Chicago.
tion.
New Mixed Nuts
Fancy Bananas
California Pears
For the :eg development Mr Raker
bas devised a tread mill encased it
Malaga Grapes
Home Made Candies
Phoenix. Ariz . Dec. 20.— N. De- a cylindrical wire netting, the n.
reylate
who came here two months Ong designed to keep the roost,
EXTRA SELECT BALTIMORE OYSTERS
ago from Chicago with a Dr. Rowe, confined. He Is made to tread th
died last night of consumption. Dts "m111" until he has sufficient leg exreylan claimed to be a son of a Rus- erclos.
Mr. Baker finde that cocks thus
sian admiral and to have a wife and
a sou in Chicago. He said he had trained have become better fighters.
331 Broadway Near Fourth Street
been - at one time assistant vice con- They are quicker and have more ensul of Russia in Chicago and had durance. He will go into the chicken
served with the Americans in the training business.
Spanish war. He had many medals,
and it is said, some letters of com- eleeeeelotegeheollstehleesleroe •.
Premium on "One Thousand Dollar" strAght lii. policy.
mendation from President
McKinstlxIE /4MOPPERS.
Stt.tZttttt tat ttttt4;tior.,`EZ.r.V.4 1'4 Itc7.24"..%
ley. At the undertaking parlors It
was discovered that the deceased
0
.4; 06
,
1 e":J446 C/010. 61 NI -----000000.00,c•.e# v:tvo ,o 4,4)
was a woman. Dr. Rowe declares that
gg;;S:•
"":
."6."?.t7.4,1•
'
:at
.
a
e
.ttp;
.
&.1-143•VicttetrV:aa
he had no Knowledge of this before
and he is Innocent of any conspiracy.
The stores are crowded with al'
kinds of shoppers these days, —and
Looks Like Mbaytken Identity.
nights, tote._ and the man who pu-.
BUSINESS MEN'S LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Chicago, Dec. 20.— "Dereylan was gewsei a 'Oren sense of humor see
Wc
a clerk in the consulate," said Bar- many tellifesing things.
OFFICEISS-U. H. Nordenuin, President: Chas. B Norton, Vice-Presion ShIppenbach. Russian coneul to a "shopper" from the regie
dent; Chas, Selloff, Secretary:. Geo C. Sommers, Treasurer: Henry Enos! Cheago. "lie
had been in the em- suet a term is unknown, went In'
Tuley, Medic41 Director; Jas. R
tleneral Counsel.
ploy of. thq. Russian government in Thompson's'candy store to buy eon
ADVISORY HOARD V. II. Entzieliard, A. Y. Ford, W. II. Bradbury, Chicago for 12 years. Recently he candy.
•
C. W. Chambers, Hobt, E. Weeds, Fred Levy, Claude Baithis.
left the oMce because of ill health
"Let me see your sarnplee of canLOUISVILLE. KY.
and went to Arlsona. hoping to re- dy," be asked, taking a generous
We recognize the one great arid only principle in, Insurance, PROTEC• 1 gain it. I have not heard much of handful. of 11(141111 lying near at ham!
TION. Write or call. Agents wantcd
him since.' Mine. Derey:an, at her Ile evidently' was a man of gee,
as be went down the Collet,
W. A. WARD, District Agent, 1131 S. Fourth, Paducah, Ky. residence, had not bees informed of taste,
the reported death of her husband. and sampled every bit of canly
"I received a message from him with- played, and then had the amazi ,
1-•
in the last day or so," she said, "In clerk opena ease to show him son
foo2w2424.0.1-%•:.•.-e...:•141..:*241sKsKetooicile* -„ake, irresponsible ot what it brings which he said he was ill but not dan- there. The -clerk was expecting hit,
in material resards—the enjoyment
to ask him to open some of the fit'
of fashlost and perfection for its own gerously so. I did not think there was
FORM."
boxes of candy done up for the hoe
anything serious in his illness."
sake.
day's so he could sample it, when to
feeling
to
"If
yeu
don't
get
the
re7elo.7.eleleIsOoetisresBeie2GsWealeMe
surprised him with, "well, I likes
enjoy life the accumillations of wealth MELBA GIVES SON IRISH CASTLE this kin
Indicating it. "Give me a
are worthless. The man with milChicago. Dec, 20.—Pro!. .1. !Au- lions and no eye to beauty and no Annuity Also Prevideti as Part of nickle's Wtth."
ranee Laughlin, head of the depart- power to appreciate beautiful things
'Wedding Present.
ment of political economy of the Uni- has failed in life If education
Annother 'shopper from the land
helps
London,
Dec. 20 — Mme. Melba's
versity of Chicago„ placed American to accomplish mere material rewards
simplicity came out of one of the
wedding
gift
to
her
son.
George
N.
dress, manner, epeteih and intellectual thew material rewards ehou:d be
Oar toy etores today, his wife ac
Armstrong. who was married here
hebiteein whet he termed the "king- means for higher happiness."
eentipenying him, with his hands and
today to Miss Ruby Ottway, 'laugh- pockets
dom of slouch" at the junior college
full of tore-2so full, in fact
ter of Colonel Ottway of Park Lane,
exercises in Mandel Ha).
that It was with difficulty he could
consieted of a completely furnished
navigate,
"The American people are living
liebwr Neckwear and Turn.
castle in Ireland and an annuity of
-Do you think we have got all wrtoo meeh and too long in the kingover,. are always pleasing gifts,
The
$7.500.
wedding which was a watt?" he asked his wife,
dom of sloueh----in dress, manners,
We are mole agents for thin -line.
fashionable one occurred In the presShe replied in tb affirmative,
speech aud Intellectual habits," he
ence of a distinguished gathering,
itUDV, PHILLIPS &
"Well, I wants to have pieuity to:
declared, -A sense of form would
including Prince Francis of Teck, all of the citiFlun, so let's don't
give finish, perfection and culture in
the Duke and Duchess of Devonshire, slight 'em."
dress, manner, speech and intellectthe Duke and Duchess of Abercorn,
ual habits. You can't get this. sense
Ladle.' or Men•%. Gold or SilLord and Lady Mount Stephen,Lord
of form at a bargein rounter., You
ver. Pearl trimming handles,
and Jody Braesey and tar) and
persons who
must aseoclate with
A nice set of Furs will please
$7.30 to $1.(M) Umbrellas. ' Countess Cadogan.
Mae a 134,171.r of form.
her for Xmas.
RUM, PHILLIPS & CO.
"What we need in Chicago—and It
lit'OV, PHILLIPS & CO.
The spinster has a strentome time
is thererying heed of the American
trying to make herself believe that
enela today---Is a stenos of form,
an 1\p9osetation of a Meg tor Its own
she 1s a man hator.

A Basket of Tropical Fruits
for Christmas
Why Not?

Diamonds are not only a safe financial investment, but
may be used successfully in other speculations. Present her with one Christmas and watch the result.
Our special Christmas stock is larger than ever and we
ask you to come and have a look.
Three, only 3, buying days until Christmas, and we
would ask you to bear in mind to call at

Wolff's Jewelry Store
and make your selections from the largest and best selected assortment of Diamonds, Watches, Solid Gold
Jewelry, Clocks, Cut Glass, Fine China, ever displayed
in Paducah.

IMPERIAL CONFECTIONERY

11-

L. si.:Nsi.:1*.

i

Guthrie's Slaughter Sale of Cloaks
We are -not Roingto carry any Cloaks over so we are
goiKg to clean up our _Cloak departm;:nt, regardless of tt e cost. Note our special prices below :
$25.00 Cloaks,
sale price

$15.00
$12.50

$20.00 Cloaks,
sale price

Onr tight fitting Cloaks, lined with Skinner's Satin,
50 inches long. Former price $25 and $30, clean up priee.....$1 5'00
All of our $12.50 and $15 Plaid Cloaks
go in this sale at.
•
One lot Plaid Cloaks, former price $10,
,
sale price
One lot of Cloaks, 50 inches long, regular $10 values,
sale price

,
-

One lot children's Plush Cloaks, regular $5 values,
price each
—
-Children's ts.rio Astrachan Cloaks,
go in this sale for

$7,50
$6,50
$5.00
$3.50
$4,50

I

Subscribe for The Sun, 10c Per Week

TITCRADAY, IMCIFINATIETI 20.
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Open
Nights
Till
Xmas

Men's Pumps
Men's Shoes,
In patent
leather for
evening wear

Evening Suits
Tuxedo Suits
Evening
Gloves
Evening Ties

Suggestions
Mufflers
The New Reefers and
Squares -for men and boys,
in all the newest weaves
and patterns,

-

50c to $7.50
Full Dress Protectors.
An indispensable for the
correctly dressed man,
boxed separately in tasteful Christmas packages,

$1 to $5
Toilet Sets,
Traveling S e t 1, Manicure Sets, Military Brushes. The sets containing
the Gillette Safety Razor
and other necessary articles, in a rich morocco
case, priced from

$7.50 to $15
Other 3-piece Sets from

$1.50 to $5
Silk Suspenders
Elegant colorings in silk
web, sterling silver and
gold plated buckles, in
separate holiday boxes,

50c to $5
Neckwear
Four-in-hands, Puffs, Ascots, Clubs, from Virgoe,
Middleton &Co.,the London importers,

$1.50 to $5
Others from 50c to $1.50.
Put up in Christmas boxes
if desired.

Suggestions
Our knowledge of men,
their likes and dislikes, leads
us to believe they appreciate
most the useful, practical
gift.
We •iiention in this ad.
some articles that men require, always useful---really
helpful suggestions. Our
store has always been known
as THE PLACE to find just
what you want. Our displays have always been of
the broadest character, and
this year they are more complete than ever.
Competent extra salespeople are in atlendance
and we promise you prompt
and satisfactory service.
Our patrons among the
men are reminded that we
gre showing an unusual selection of the newest and
daintiest novelties for ladies'
gifts --- turn - overs, stocks,
belts, supporters and many
other fixings of the kind.

Hosiery
Silk, wool, merino and
cotton, the newest shades,

25c to $5

(AMITE
409-413 BROADWAY.

•

Umbrellas

Ladies' and men's Urn
brellas, silver, gold, gunmetal and pearl trimmed
handles,

$1.50 to $18.00
H and kerchiefs
Plain hemstitched and
initial Handkerchiefs in
silk or linen. Dozens, half
dozens or single, in Christmas box, each

25c to $1.50
Smoking Jackets
The new two-tone homespun and matelasse effects,

$5 to $15
Bath Robes
Eiderdown, blanket cloth,
silk and pure linen, richly
trimmed,

$3.50 to $15
Gloves
Adler's Dent's, Fownes,
McGeorge's Scotch wool
and fur gloves,

$1 to $10
Fancy Vests i
New styles and patter*
pique, broadcloth, silk and
Marseilles,

$1 to $10
Silk and Opera
Hats
Hawes, Young's and
Dunlap's, t h e world's
standard makes, the latest bbocks,

$5 to $10

4.

WHY WOMEN ARE
AFRAID OF MICE
FOR THE SENATORS

Che Kentucky NO RECIPROCITY
11111TR PlIONMS bag.

.4• 4

AND NIGHT.

Saturday, Dec.22
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They Call It 'Homeopathic Philosophy qf Subject Discused In Article
Free Trade

ALAN WILLAIR
as "The Cowboy.
MUM, LEWIS

,iecrvtary Boot Will Not Negotiate Matter of Clottew Katlic? Than Inherent Horror of Little
Treaty With Germany sad
Criminals.
Turned Mese.

aS "The Pretty Ranch Heiress"
sad •good company including James SMALL PROOPIAT
Syhester in

"Texas Sweethearts"

OF ISCCCIMIS SAVAGE

WOMEN

NOT

.METI 10.

OUR YARDS ARE WELL STOCKED WITH COAL
Family Trade a Specialty. Prompt Delivery

Try a Load of Our

AlsRAID

TRADEWATER COAL

"Why are women afraid of mice?"
Washington, Dec. 20.—The tariff
an
commissioners sent over to Germany earnebody asked in a letter to the
ago.
long
not
treaty
reciprocity
a
to
for
find
baste
a
Wayne News, May it. 19011:
tThe question Is worthy of an
on the 1st of July
here in a long time. Curtain to go into effect
next, when the existing provisional answer it has generatly been taken
numerous."
.11* were
arrangement between tie two coun- for granted that women were afraid
leeroit Free eress, Dec. 1, 19105: tries expires, have reported to the of mice because they were afraid
__eat Immeneely."
secretary of state that they are en- of mice, in true woman fashion. As
a matter of fact this question, soundSpecial scenery, beautiful light tirely satisfied. with their reception
and with the progress they are mak- ing so simple and &Most frivolous.
Illibets. pleasing specialties.
ing. Hue even if they should find a bag phases which are well worth inPrices: Matinee, children, 1 Oc basis for such a treaty, there is no quiring into, says the New York Sun.
dung 25c. Night prices, 25c, 35e prospect of its ratification by the senThe man who asked "Why ere wood 84c.
ate of the United States, and Secre- men afraid of mice?" suggested a
tar)' Root will not plate himself in hereditary feud as the cause of the
Seats on sale Friday 9 a. as.
the awkward predicanent of nego- antipathy; that perhaps some time.
tiating a convention that will not long ago, the woman Injured the
It
be ratified. If ha could get any as- mouse or the mouse the won111111.
surance. from the senate committees is possible that here may be traced
on foreign relitions and finance that a %ague reminiscence of the weird
they would recommend ratification, legend of the three blind mice that
or if a test vote cimild be taken on a ail ran after the farmer's wife. who.
resolution instructing hint to enter in her turn cut off their tails with a
into a convention with Germany, it carving knife.
"Did you ever hear such a thing In
might be safe for him to undertake
negotiations, and the president would your life?" says the rhyme. s No, inthen call an extra session of the six- deed! aaever and this account is oon
tieth congreve to consider that par- sidered by some to be the slyest of
ticular treaty and to thrash, out a satires.
coal mereial policy for the government
The folks wino answered the "Wh •
of the United States. We have no an, wpmen afraid of mice?" question'
sommercial policy now, so far as our mem the notion of heredity. They
that the
fore:gn relations are concerned.
eaplanation
nitin-sense
Beth the president and Secretary eoninioneenae explanation thet the
Root believe that the best way to re- mouse's well known tendency ie
vise the tariff is by means of reci- In its panic to her petticoats for
procity treaties under which we can fuge Is treason ,sough for .nervoi.
make tariff concessions In favor of woman's horror of the creature. Bail
A BICYCLE will the products of countries; that will Ugly:
make equivalent concessions in favor
"Watch derisive man when, a,
please him, for bicvcles of
our products, instead of arbitrary stimetimes hareem. a eromme rune' Ill.
Iriccor poretted
bought from W. UCH- reductions for the benefit of all con- his trouser leg. He Vohs the Illeuee.
foes
well
as
eornmerrial
our
cerned,
yeRs •Ftre!' and has as fine a ease of
ELL'S always please.
as our commercial friends
nerves as any woman of them ell."
The president and the secretary of , It probably wasn't a man so enstate, however, have been conferring lighteast that wets guilty of that
Fleet, Meyertit Street
Ynrc.ist, Foot of Ohio Street.
with th majority leaders at both ends amazing Miles "tier feet beneath
of the capitol, and they find Mr. Aid- her pieta-oat Bice little mice stole In
rat, Mr, Delzell and other senators and out "
326-328 S. ad SI.
and representatives' of their colaBut morph of the superficial asNation stubbornly opposed to "mon- ect of the subject it is in the
Headquarters for high gradi.
ke+Ing with the tariff" and ridiculing sears* for the origin of these mortal
bicycles.
the reciprocity idea as homeopathic antipathies of womankind, spiders,
free trade.
snakes and mice, that quaint and on.
expected diateveries win be mode.
area; and heredity not ottly have
much to do eith them, but will be
Et AL' ND.
found to be the beginning and end
A present that week, please
of the whole matter. Pervading it
the lady of the house immensely.
Given Away
througb and through, however, Is the
A pair of Rope curtains. We
subtle ether of symbolism which wohave them in any color at from
On t• riernAi
man's mut retsina long after man has
1111.50 to 1144.50.
away:
give
will
We
steeped his in materialism.
& CO.
PHILLIPS
HUDY,
1 Exquisitely Dressed French
In the old Hindu and Greek legends
$7.50
Bisque Doll
the mouse represents the darkness% of
1 Haudsorney Dream& French
night and sin. An old German superAn Fen, Matter.
2.60
Risque poll
The man was playing euchre with state's has it that the tools of the
Pearl Handle Gold Pen .... 2 00 the latest belle of the Mountain deed assume the form of mice and
I Jaireni:e nook for boy or girl. 1.50 Rouse, while his bride of three every apparition of mice was thought
.50 months was 'Tying to hefty her mind to Petosge a toners].
1 Book, On be selecteJ)
Among Christian peoples the snake
(and five other attractive presents.) as well as her fingers 'vita a piece of represents not only sin, but the
•
embroidery.
Or
26c
With every cash sale of
while the
Soddenly the husband turned to- father of evil himself,
over, you. get a numbered cash regaid times
in
symbolic
beet
bas
spider
air
patronizing
a
ward his wife with
ister ticket. These tickets count in
of fate
"Pardon me," he exclaimed: "I of the cold remorselessness;
oar distribution of prizes. Make your hadn't noticed that I was betweee you But, besides these vague occuit terrors which they Inspire, these tire*
pnrchases early and save your tale and the light-"
have the closest easiociaeta.
"Oh, pray don't move!" the little creatures
dress.
with
Hone
throegh
ses
can
"I
woman replied.
The snake gave tbe apple of knowlThe above presents aro now on you perfectly well-"—Noventme Lipedge to the woman td eat, and the
pineot t
displas in ,r show window
first desire of the human raos was
,
mere covering of
for oletbes. But.
beasts ceased itt a
of
or
skins
leaves
SHE LOST AN OPPORTUNITY
few thousand years to satisfy the abono
To buy of our handsome tailorBook and Music 911i•n
riginal woman, and as the result of
made suite at half price by failspun
how
she
spider,
Store.
the
ohnereIng
Dept.
Harbour's
At
ing to call at once at
her thread and wove her web, the
Iti'DY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Primitive spindle was evolved.
And then the poor thing, by DO
much sacrifice and labor, had ,no
A Reminder
auener got her beautiful petticoats
Two girls were going down the than She found herrelf alone In an
street when they passed a men wear- it nay m pe thetk• masculine world. Pering a green vest and a beaver hat.
haps. after all the wickedness of the
"Oh!" said the cap. "Just see serpent and the remorselessness of
Wild Gold Watch, Elgin
rta in the Empire Flat Building,
what that man is spotting."
the spider are less terrifying to e
$15.00
Movement
"Yes," said the other; "that re- being in petticoats than the horrid
minds me; "Pee got to buy some irresponsibility of the moure.
20 Year Gold Filled Case,
8.75 Quinine."
Elgin Movement
Explorers of savage Africa tell its
"How does that remind you?"
that the native huts are swarming
Genuine Rogers Tea Spoons,
"Oh, just the bad taste."—Novem- with mice, that they run gayly over
75c
Set ....
ber LI ppinoot vs.
the floors, wells, roofs and the bodies
Genuine Rogers Knives and
of the sleeping natives, Sintilarit
3.19
Forks, a set_
spiders and snakes are numerous in
We heartily recommend our
tropical countries, but you never hear
Get our prices on solid gold
EMPIRE. BUILDING
640 BROADWAY
of an Afrieen savage lady who so
line of $1.00 Kid Motes, as a
Lockets.
match as 'squeaked at the sight or
inexpensive for
and
pleasing
gift
Solid Gold Rings—Our dock Is
touch of any or these creatures, or
the giver--all colors.
complete. Our prIcescan't he heat.
Instead
found them even irepulerive
RUDA% PHILLIPS & CO.
she kills the snake with a stick, the
spider with her thumb and the moose
EYE SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.
with her foot, and, herriag the spider
Remove Jewish Dieshilities.
to
St. Petersburg, Dec. 20.—Emperor they- become a welcome addition
J. A. KONETZKA
Nicholas has approved the bill of the the family dinner.
John Drew on Drawing Power.
Valuable Relics.
Rater se Medea
The female enrage hasn't many firing weapons, combined with Im- tlon of the most difficult nature, and
counsel of ministers removing the disA fellow actor was the subject of
City of Mexico. Dec. 20.—The work
far removed from the influences of
abilities of Jews, Be the bill Jews nerves, it is true, but she has fewer proventents In eirplesIves.
22 years' experience --1 in Paducah
IMO diseugilion at The Players club not OF ellibtellier et the pyramids of In
are permitted to live in the conntrY clothes, and herein lies the reason
The result of thus revellfflon In huttialf habitations, to 'enable
long ago,
ifemseceffipaisiscan is being preseculed
dales within the for her indifference to those pests of palate is Bat a battle front may men to have 'the felleit scope in
as well as in
"ilje is perfectly devoted to (hit witbout interrepten, and many intery.
het
mta
le
teed
vii
ci
315 Brosscilvvay
pale, and certala restrictions placed
range over as much as sixty or sev- which to practice the new condiliode bionbe"--em Mr. John Drew was In- esting archeological records are polite
on Jewish merchants and artisans in
formed. "His family think it is a discovered. Among these are Rohs
enty
miles. Consequently a grave of their science.
Military
Training.
Realistic
STAND
GUTHRIE'S OLD
cities outside the pale are removed
In practising on Salisbury- field, as case of hypnotism."
of the met historical value. An old
England has reserved a tract of difficulty presents itself in the trainRemember the place.
the British call their large mock bat'Teams more like chemical attrac- stairease WAN iltteovered, in the ruins
land several hundred Square miles ing of an army, to comply with and
tle ground the attacking party uses tion," Paid the great actor though,- and was ordered sent to the national
HE FOUND IIIS CHILD
In extent on which her soldiers Ph% to understand these new conditions,
tally—November Lippincott's.
mumum.
A Fur Met for Christmas, the • at war, according to F. A. Talbot Id alnee It is essential that an army in bullets and live shells, while the de• . 11 • *3
blanks.
use
fenders
moat eervieeable and acceptable
a
to
peace
should he brought
high
Technical World Magazine for Jam4
gift at
uary. The Russian-Japanese wai standard of efficiency which will enWHY NOT?
A TIM VOR XMAS.
fete Curtains. an immense
ItUDY, rand.tris a co.
net oselect as a Xmau
served to emphasize the radical revo- able it to cope with any peculiar
Beautiful lettere% and colors
line from ehieh to ehooac. Some
HE LOST HIS 'WIFE'S;
present a hearth tile. It O WM
in alospiette Rugs 30%711 inch
lution which has taken place in war- difficulty that may present Itself in
exqui.ite stylus At fla,00, 193.50,
Favor by neglecting to boY her
—•ir•
/certainly pit`a,•• and the espeme
improve- actual combat. But to traits an
remarkable
$4.00
and 115.00.
the
at
of
to
far
fine
piece*
those
due
of
fare
one
faith
con..
it's
the'
The reel feet of a
Is PIOtrlOIIng. $11.50 to Vette
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
IRIU101, PHILIAPPI & CO.
been wrought in Army upon this basis necessitates a
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
!Oen :n his living it tether than in ments which have
& (X).
urby.
the devising of long-range and (plea- vast tract of lend haying a conformsdefog for it.

Or, if you prefer,

PITTSBURG COAL

Doiet
Know
What
To Buy
Him

Lump, per bushel + 15c
Nut, per bushel = = = 14c

No Dirt.

Free Burning

For Quick Service call up 254, both phones

West Kentucky Coal Co.
C. M. Riker, Local Manager

S. E. Mitchell

Beautiful P re s e n st

CHRISTMAS REMOVAL SALE
At Pollock's Jewelry Store

in the midst of the Christmas shopping season,
RIGHT
Pollock, the Jeweler, continues his great Removal Sale,

for, by January 1st, we must be ready .to move from our present quarters at 640 Broadway. Every dollar's mirth of our
fine Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry must be sacrificed, for
we wish to move as little stock as possible.

D. E. WILSON

Special Holiday Prices

other
Being manufacturers, we make prices which
a
only
is
Christmas
match.
to
Paducah jeweler may hope
few days off and it will pay you well to buy your gifts from
the maker. It's true we are a little out of the business district, but the chance to save half on Christmas Jewelry should
be inducement to bring you an extra block or so to our store.

A. POLLOCK, Jeweler

\

•
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THEATRICAL POTES

Rev, Charks Aked Says Rockefeller
Has No Interest.

Teem Sweethearts.
"Texas Sweethearts" tells a story
of life, love hatred, jealousy and self
sacrifice on a Texas ranch. One of
the leading actors is pretty "Texas
Raymond," for whose heart several
are striving, thus giving the title of
the play its double meaning. It is full
of pathos comedy and excitement.
The following are a few notices
regarding thts excellent attraction:
Ft. Wayne News—May 21, '06.
"Texas Sweethearts" was the best
thing here In a long time."
.Dertoit Free Press—Thur. Dec. 1,
1905.
"Alan Villair and Pearl Lewis in
"Texas Sweethearts" pleased immensely."
Boston Journal—Jan. 26, 1901.
"WRh a splendid stage presence,
excellent voice and great reserve
force, Alan Villair ranks with mar
best young romantic actors."
This attraction is booked for one
night and matinee at The Kentucky
Saturday, December 22.
Mantatield and lie Gallery.
As for judges of good acting Richard Mansfield points to the gallery
elle always iefers to the gallery as
"my boys" and he is obviously in
sympathy with the frank, spontaneous natures of the loft. ")othing artificial about the gallery boy," said
Mr. Mansfield. "He ti unfettered by

scribed as the 'forever evergreen success.' The success of "Human
Hearts" during the past ten years is
a direct refutation of the idea entertained by so many theatrical managers, that seneationaliam and criminal adjuncts are necessary to a play
to assure Its success with the .public.
Such plays die out as soon as bkie
public interest
"Human
A anes.
Hearts" will be presented at The
Kentucky Christmas matinee and
night.
Pant Gilmore.
The Birmingham News gays: "Paul
Gilmore is no stranger to Birmingham, and each visit endears him more
and more to the hearts of the theatergoers of this city. From the time the
announcement was made that he was
coming to the Jefferson theater . this
year with a new play, those who had
seen him in bygone days prepared
themselves for a treat. But they were
not buoyed up to the surprise be had
in store for them in tis new college
play, "At Yale," in which he was seen
twice at the Jefferson yesterday. "At
Yale" is a play that deals with college
life throughout and contains a pretty
love story that was exquisitely unfolded. The play is full of rapid action and college feeling, and the fact
that the audience IMO not slow,in
catching on to the true college spirit
last night had much to do with the
life thrown into the piece by the play-

I
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'London, Dec. 21.1.—The Rev, Chas.
Aked, pastor of Pembroke chapel.
Liverpool, who has been tendered the
pastorate of the Fifth avenue Baptist
church in New York, and who is said
to have been offered later the most
famous pulpit in this kingbom, in a
letter to the secretary of the Congo
Reform associationt;' published today,
says that Mr. Rockefeller assured him
that neither he nor any member of
Ma family has a penny invested in
the concession granted by King Leopold to an American syndicate.
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Tbe New Store's First Christmas Stamps it as i
the Greatest Men's Emporium in Paducah
•

•

as shopping, following the fall and later buying, has
THEbutChristm
substantiated the fact that the New Store is Paducah great-

A Bargain.
The busy shopper paused at the
fruit vender's stead. "How much are
your pineapples?" she asked.
"Eight cent' a piece, lady."
"Well, I declare that's too good to
be missede I'll take eight of them,"
she said.
The deafer placed them In a bag
and said:
"Eight eights—eightyeight. You take dew along for
eighty-five."

PAGE NINE.

est men's store. Our friends tell us our selections show better taste,
!a the assortments are greater and the styles more exclusive than can
) be had anywhere else in the city. The result is a great business rush.
I

4
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The lady's eyes sparkled at the
bargain price, and she departed in a
happy frame of mind—happy until
her husband told her to brush up on
the multiplication table.—November
Lipp'ncot t'a.
An English View.
The attitude of our own subjects,
it says, is identical with that of the
Californians. A Japanese official at
Shanghai, a man of exceptional ability, cultured and good manners, who
had always proved himself friendly
to the English. was denied admission
to the club solely on account of his
race. We are not blaming our compatriots in the far east any more than
we blame the people of Sem Francisco
A grave situation is arising throughout the world and has to be faced by
weite men every where.—London Saturday Review.

It Easy to Select
From This List

i
t

Just drop in to see our displays
for gifts. You won't be urged to
'buy, and you should see the prettiest store and goods in Paducah.
Mufflers,
Handker cbiep in boxes of thi et' or
six at $1.50 up.
Suspenders infamy boxe_ 50c
-to $3.50.
Pajamas and Night Robes
$1 to $7.50.
Kid Gloves $1.50 up.
Wool Gloves ,50c up.
Driving Gloves.
Evening Gloves $1.50.
Vests.
Evening Suits.
Tuxedos.
Opera and Silk Hats,
Gold, Silver, Moth-oflPearl ana
buck handle Silk tImbrellas.
Cuff Buttons.
Scarf Pins.
Stud Sets,
Fancy Hose.
Ladies' Umbrellas. Ladies' Reefers,
Smoking Jackets
Lounging Robes.
Neckweat of the most exclusive
patterns.
Men's Reefers.
Cigat Cases
Card Cases. Grip's.
Travelingsets, Military Brush sets
Suit Cases.
Grips.
Handkerchief Boxes. Cuff Buttons
Collar and Cuff Boxes.

Colds and Breathing.
•
"If you'd only realise," said the
physician, "that deep breathing is a
perfect successful substitute for an
overcoat in an emergency the chances
are ten to one that you wculdn't have
got chi:led. Abput this time of the
year colds are frequent because people get caught just as you did and
can't think of any way to keep warm
except running a race or getting up
a brisk fight with some one, which
isn't always convenient. In such a
ease deep breathing is the best substitute for an overcoat there is."—
h iladelph la Record.

THE LIMIT.
You need not feel that you
have to go the limit of extra‘again prices for that Xmas present. Let us show yqu the prettiest rug in town for 113.30.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.

•
•

L. F. Hurt Takes Interest,
L. F. Hurt, of IndanspoLia, formerly of Cairo. manage: of four of
the Rhodes-Burford Furniture cornpany's stores, has purchased the interest of the late S. J. Burford in the
company's eight stores which are located in Cairo, Indianapolis, Louisville, New Albany, Ind., Lexington
and Paducah, Ky., East St. Louie and
Mound City. Mr. Hurt was appointed
MR. RICHARD 'MANSFIELD.
meager of the company's now store
prejudice perverted by no cult. ers. The story is modern in every re- at ladianspiells several years ago and
There is more heart and more hu- spect and is thrown around Dick left Cairo to ',SWUM! that :0•Ition
which he has made a remarkable sucman nature in the gallery than in Seeley, stroke on the Yale crew."
any other part of the house. And its
Mr. Gilmore comes to The Ken- cess. Later he was given the management of three others.
a mistake to imagine him unschool- Lucky December 27,
ed and unlettered. The-students are
Cut out this list and you will find it
confirmed galleryltes. There is alone
her
Give
of
our
very
Gift
Ceruseful in making your selections.
ways In my gallery In New York. I
XMAS RUGS.
tificate'. Don't worry about *eam told, a large representation of
As a practical gift and one
lecting a prevent, Buy one of our
the Orientals and southern Eurosurely to be appreciated a rug
Certificates, send it to her for
peans of the east side, and 'the comwould be perhaps the most deXmas and then let her select her
forting, for the imagination of these
tdrable. We have them in the
own preeent. It will he apprecipeople is very large their temperalarge carpet sizes at $13.00,
ated the more.
ment is very sensitiee. if -the artist
$510.00 and $211.30.
RUDY. PHILLIPS & C10.
is doing well they are demonstrative
••11•••
••••••••••••••
litt:DY. PHILLIPS & 00.
with appreciation. Their silence and
1.•••••••••••••••••••\.•+
-- I
apathy cut to the quick." Not long
1.
.-7c arc open
Shopping is a
ago, at a dinner in Ma honor, a lady
Which William?
near Mr. Mansfield asked hid if he Ballington Booth Denies Statement,
i. every night now
During a conversation between the
great pleasure at
New York, Dec. 210 —Gen. Balling- present German kaiser and his chanhad not been impressed and pleased
4157-0414MDA LACY •
till Christmas. ) I
by the reception he had received the ton Booth, tesad of the Volunteers of cellor, the latter, in closing a remark,
the New Store.
‘04MWTOIta
night before. "Scarcely," he repieed. America, who was reported In a story said:
• MOMMID
1•••••••••••••••••••••••••*•"....••-••••••••••••••+
4
yesterday
to
be
on
his
way to Eng"It was perfunctionary and mere
"As the immortal William once put
flattery, for I am sure I acted badly. land in company with his wife, Maud It. 'There's a divinity that shapes our
I could not possibly have been at my Booth's father, Gen. Wm. Booth, head ends; rough hew them how we will
wasemoogisaamlowtrateassoreetniese.41-4Ineme.et Weilletearmilam.4•01
.6+1P4111-ellseesiIle•allasettle'mnitieete1alleeliame..sis-aseem.4
beet. Tbe consciousness bore on me of the /Nitration Army, with a view to
"That's pretty good," spoke tip the
through the evening until the nereous reconciliation and to consolidation of kaiser. "But, by the way, when did
strain at the end nearly drove me ea- the two religious bodies, said yester- I say that!"—November Lippincott a.
hipling the Atelier.
sane." "How can you say that?" day that there is no truth whatever
In
his
verse, in his method, and
asked the companion. "Hite sueeess In the story.
h.s dogma, Kipling registers the on
spoiled you? The house was packed
Everybody
buys Handkerveraa, reaction of the English-speak
with the very best people. You had
chiefs for Xmas and if you don't
ing lantis from the peace dreams. tie
scores of curtain calls. I'm sure
nee ours you certainly bee
FOUND
humaneles, the artificial melodie.
saw all my friends applauding." "Oh,
both money and pretty selecA Xmas present for a little
and the slow, lingering, sympatheti.
there was plenty of noise," replied
tions
money that any woman would be
suggeetIve prose or verse of the Vic'Mr. Mansfield, "but, my dear lady, it
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
pleased to receive. A set of lace
torian period. Today Kipling, full
did not come from the gallery-. When
Don't put off buying. your Christmas presents until the few days
curtains. We have them at from
uf hrate assertion, of the echo of
just
my efforts ring true I hear the echo
$1.00 to $10.00.
past battles, and the eoming of new
before
Christmas.
RIGHT
up there. The orchestra may be a
NOW
we
are
showing
lull
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
stock,
- —Before you buy
and
mixed nuts, war, red with the trameling of the
good judge of a play, the gallery is an
RIGHT NOW is the time to make your selections. Come quick
raisins or candies elsewhere, see Jim nations, has the ear of the Engliehry
and
Infallible judge of acting." He is to
Vlaholeas, 204 Broadway.
Best In all its homes. When he raises his
get your choice of the bargains we are showing in Books, Bibles,
give his great creation of ."Beau
Dolls,
shrill
voice
lands
its
harken. Ile
all
Brummel" at Teo Kentucky Christ- Leave, $1,000,000 to Pope Plus X. otelality, lowest prices
Chinaware, Albums and Christmas novelties.
knows its mind. Its ultimate Purees,
.
Rome, Dec. 241.—The death was anmas eve.
he has laid bare. Democracy and *II I
nounced today of Mgr. Adam!, one of
Its works he has hated with the me,
the most wealthy Romin prelates.
HIS SWEETHEART WARNED
"Human Hearts."
habitual hate familiar in all genius
• Till we have reflected on it, we ere During his lifetime Mgr. Adami made
HIM
by nature a class apart. None the
scarcely aware tow much the sum of valuable preeents to Pope Leo XIII
That she wanted kid gloves and
lees, he has immeasurably strengthhuman happiness is indebted to the end Plus X, his gift to the latter
that they must he bought from
ened the Democratic tide of the day
being
a
gold
pectoral
cross
set
with
Mame. We acquire cheerfulness and
RUDY, PHILLIPS & 00.
by making It conscious of its Impervigor from mere aseoelation with our brilliants and by his will he left $1,ial postileillties. To the larger half
000,elee
to the pope.
fellow men In the theater, and from
of the EngllatapeakIng race he is
the looks of happy expectaneyradiatMoney Up in (ie./mush'.
never just nor fair. But this country
ing from our neighbor's countenance
Berlin, Dec. 20.—The IMperial has ceased to be troubled by small
'Wm
Inspired by the anticipation of irreshank of Germany raised the rate of things, or worried by prophets withART.
great tongue, the greater hecausei liberty throtertelaw.—From Kipling
pective enjoyment of good, clean.,
it handsome tepeistry would
discount today feen 6 to 7 per cent, out understanding, so they be proph/teeth& has wrought In It. His work in Prose and Verse, by Taloott Wilwholeeome drama, well acted and
make A most artatie gift. We
taige,„1
ets. If their 'work be great it is
roperie presented. Such, at least, Is
liams. In The Book News Monthly tor
hive quite A showing of them in
/tient of lesteee in city. In style,
grateful. It is enough.that the glory has helped to make the race one, His
e idea brought forcibly to Mind in
varteue subjects and various
:Moquette Rugs 3.41x72 inches,
in quality, in price. Why no&
of all men who fashion this EURO verse has taught both branches. its December.
g over an audience' amembled to
sixes At from $1.30 to $13.00.
a beautiful present, $3.30.
give her a purse for XMAS.
spew*, to-stir the heart* of women burden and its privilege, It duty and
W. F. elnekeville's peeleriti'Dv PH11.1.1P5 & 00.
RUDY, PHILIAPS & CO.
7510,000 erres grow the
as* to tea* the thoughts of men, is tig deetlaY. glider two nags, bat with
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
About
c'Huttian Harts," aptly de-1
Mi. vow* tee law, odd g's NNW 4:4t
eco
410I4
.
1 11611$4.
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SEE HERE YOU, GET BUSY!

D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Man
At Harbour's Department Store

of all ftioolsc

,

Nursing Mothers and
Over-burdened women
In all stations of life, whose vigor and vitality may have
been undermined and broken-down by overwork, exacting
social duties, the too frequent bearing of children, or other
causes, will find in

DR. PIERCE'S

FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION
the most potent, invigorating, restorative, strength - giver
ever devised for their special benefit. Nursing mothers will
find it especially valuable in sustaining their strength and
promoting an abundant nourishment for the child. Expectant mothers too will find it a priceless boon to prepare the
system for baby's coming and to render the ordeal comparatively easy and painless.
It can do no harm in any state, or condition
of the female system.

1

Delicate, nervous, weak women, fullest investigation of his formula
who suffer from frequent headaches, I knowing that it will be found to
backache, dragging-down ells:ream contain only the best agents known
low down in the abdomen, or i.•om to the most advanced medical scipainful or irregular monthly pe- ence of all the different schools of
nods, gnawing or distressed son- practice for the cure of all woman's
sation in stomach, dizzy or faint peculiar weaknesses and ailments.
spells, see imaginary specks or
Dr. Pierce's Lotion Tablets and
spots floating before eyes, heve dis- Antiseptic Suppositories may also
agreeable, pelvic catarrhal drain, be used with great advantage conulceration, prolapeus, anteversion, jointly with the use of the "Favorretroversion, or other displace- ite Prescription" in all cases of
silents of womanly organs from ulceration, and in pelvic catarrh.
weakness of parts, will, whether They cost only 25 cents a box each,
they experience many or only a at dnig stores or. sent by mail,
few of the awe symptoms, find ; post-paid on receipt of price in
relief and, nerally, a permanent stamps by Dr. Pierce whose adcure, by us g faithfully and fairly dress is given below.
persiste .y Dr. Pierce's Favorite
If you want to know more about
Prescrip o
the composition and professional
This world - fa ed specific for endorsement of the "Favorite Prewoman's weaknees and peculiar scription," send postal card request
ailments is a p e glyceric extract Ito Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.,
of the choict native, medicinal , for his free booklet treating of
roots without a drop of a;cohol in same.
its make-up. All its ingredients
You can't afford to accept as a
are printed in plain English on its substitute for this remedy of humor
bottle-wrapper and attested under composition a secret nostrum of losoath. Dr. Pierce thus invites the kisown cemporilimt Don't do It.

FOR INSURANCE
That Insures Seel

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
lire, cyclone, life, bonds, accident, liability,
health, marine, boiler, plate glass.

.
1,066090060406040044
HACK FROM GRAVE; CAST OUT 4406044
Mau Whom Indians Ikeieve is Ghost
Thought to Be Dying.

I

Office 369.

Residence 726

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question

Who's the best to see?
he will refer you to

Ask your neighbor.

Is:
Oftener than not

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Filling
133 South Pourth
338 KorttuQky Ave.
/lath Phones 201

Linen
Hand Eiiihrsiklered
Piet es, ikty I , Scarfs, Table
Center.. and Table Covent to
nuiteh—a nice selection for
Xmas,
RUDY, PHILLIPS & 00.

E. C. DeWitt & Co.. of Chicago, at
whose laboratory Kodol is prepared,
assures us that this remarkable digestant and corrective for the stomach conforms fully to all provisions
of the National Pure Food and Drug
Law. Sold by Lang Bros.

You went something to piesiee
her for Xmas. %Veil just semi a
owl of our Keiser Collar and
Cuff set..
RUDY, PHILLIPS & 00.

Itennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
drives out the cold and stops the
cough. Contains Honey and Tar.
Free from any opiates. Conforms to
the National Pure Food and Drug
Law. Pleasant to take. Sold by Lang
Bros.

Fancy Boise Supporters will
make a nice yet inexpenelee gift.
RUDY. l'HILLIPt4 & 00.

Bladder
De Witt's Kldtey and
Pills quickly drive the poisons from
the system and thus afford relief. A
week's treatment for 2fic. Sold by
Lang Prot.

On Display

tire line of the Paducah Undertaking Company at
cost. This means your bill cut half in two. Embalming and regular service rendered day or night

S. P.POOL
2001 South Third Street.

= Both Phonee Ito

Pipes and Cigars for acceptable presents. Complete line on
display its Meerchauins 12,50 up:
Briars 111 00 to $5 00.
' Cigars packed 12, 25 and 50 in

holiday box—La Brazona, La
Sonia, El Pricipe De Gales, La
Preferencia, Belmont and General Arthur,
5c Cigars packed 12 and Zi in
hook boxes and cabinets.

TABLE t'01 Vits IN T %PlefiTRY
nice Num* present, We
Make
have a eplendid line of all Meru
IA from itne to it9.50.
RUDI, PHILLIPS & CO.

Be Knew.
The late Judge U. Buseell Thayer,
of Philadelphia toed to tell a good
story about a *ether jurist who was
an en:heels/Ale golfer.
The golfing judge, according to the
story, had otesksion to interrogate in
a criminal suit a boy wIttetes from
Bitla.
"Now. t'r led." he said. "I want
to know if you are acquainted with
the natter* and significance of an
oath
The boy, esteem his brows in 'surprise, answered:
"Of course 1 an air, Don't 1 caddy
for you at the Country club?"

We have Just rereived oug
Xmas line of Cmbrelles, $1.00
to $15.00
RUDY. PHILIAPR a CO.

A Distinct Advantage.
Next to a big btaek eitta.r and Millard., books are Mark Twain's chief
diversion. Aside tram the Pleasure
he gets out of them, the humorist has
diseovered that they possess an unusual trait.
"My hooks tee my beat friends,"
said he not long ago at "Quarry
Fenn." his summer home near allml, as his sees swept row atter
ra:
row of attractive looking volues.
"When I tire of them lean shut them
up"— Deeember Lippincott's.

Theatce ar Coat Salt Scarf,
extra sizes, $1.75 to $7.50. ,
RUDY, PHILLIPS & 00.

The Earth's Surface.
Two sisters, one tipping the Wales
at 200 ponnes or more, and the other
ellobt to extreme slimness, but very
beautiful, were be1ng introduce4 at a
reeept
'What's her name?' whispered one
!.veting man to a friend, referrieg to
the slim Meter, "1 didn't catch ft."
"Virginia," stastrered the Mead.
"Virginia," repeated the ?bung
man, in apparent surprise "Then
her sister must be the whole Vatted
States'"- -Neeernber 1,4ppineott's.

We have sow Jost received a
special assortment of Furs for
the holiday showers.
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.

Frits
$0c & $1.00
Free Trist.

Disqualified to Wt.
A Texas judge was robbed of a
horse not long ago, and the thief.
being arrested, was hrtnight before
him for trial, The judge eyed the prise
otter with deep satiefection for a min
ute or 'so, and then delivered himself
of the following:
"Owing to a personal prejudice,
the 'court will not bear thls ehO, it
will be tried sy the bailiff, who Irtli
find a verdict in aeordnnce with the
farts. in the meantime," he added.
impressively, "the court w14, go outside and 80 a rope and pick out a
good tree."--Tit-Rits.

keit ours for all
--Five hundrea score cards rein "
Zeit bill
=BOAT and LUNG TRW/Beals at The Sun ofnee—t
'""' LIM, or WONT! DAM
ti

The Agitate: ports of ltuatia are at
the present time tree of custom duties.

A HOT FIRE
Will not be neeeseary of you buy
ose of our comforts or blanket*:
they ere the most acceptable of
Christmas gifts.
PHILLIPS & 00.

If yon like Mrs. Austin's farneei
Buckwheat flour, tell your friend
how detickeis it ie.
, 1-'3

La the Funds of the Indian Oilice is
Shown.

KILL ma COUCH
AND CURE THII

LUNC8

Dr.King's
New Dian
WIWI

ONSUMPTION
OUGHS and
SS

FOR
lihnsseemart

Vt*

Miniature Lamps
for Christmas Tree
Decorations

Muskogee, I. T., Dec. M.—There is
an apparent shortage of $0,000 in the
funds of the office of the disbursing
agent of the Indian agency here.
The fart was reported to the department of the interior at Washington.
L. K. bane, the disbursing °Skier, has
Oen ill at his home hero for two
Iteeks.
Mr. Lane said today that the miss.hag money had been paid out on
vouchers as loans to different persons
during a previous administration. Indian Agent Kelsey declined to discues
the matter.

FOR SALE OR RENT

Paducah Light & Power Co.
406 BROADWAY

The Bereavement.
Pallid and trembling, the griefstricken wife met her husband at the
door,
...s4„ is goss!.. maw the wail from
her set lips.
The neaa's face blanched and he
reeled as if from a heavy blow. Half
Miss& be sank into a chafe
"Gone!" be echoed vague*
"Gone," repeated the wife, with a
brave effort at self-control. "Oh,
what shall I do without her! I had
learned to lean upon her so,'she was
no much to ,ine, and now--" Her
courage forsook her quite, and she
burst into tears.
Her 'husband drew her to him.
"Don't weep, dear heart." he said
tenderly. "Tell me s,bout it. I had
feared that it might happen, but the
blow has falien so suddenly."
The wife raised her head, her eyes
Bashed tire.
"How did it happen"' she reiterated in a changed voice -Wit), that
eat of a Mrs Jenkins offered her live
dollars a week and no washing or
ironing- So of course Bridget tamped at It, and left without notice."
And the man sighed heavily, te
he knew that for him it meant is
weary round of Intelligence offices -December Lippincott's

Hylo Lamps

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
Of Style
Of Worth
Of Beauty
We have secured the Sample Line of the
eelebratei firm of Jerks l,u 1,12ord & Co.,
makers of the finest Toilet Seta in the
world. We can give our customers the
benelit of wholesale prices. It will pay you
to iaspeot before buying elsewhere.

McPHERSON'S DRUG STORE

Buy her one of our Xmas
Silk Wattle Patter's. Oise waitst
of each design now being shown.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.

The Cankarviuenee,
"Is It true that Waldorf died
poor?"
"Yes You see, be lest his health
chasing after fortune, and then lost
his fortune chasing after health "—
November Lippincott's.

Citizen's Savings Bank
Capital

Cawasweet, the ideal medicine for
the little ones. Ceatalm no opiates.
Conforms fully with National Pure
Food and Drug Law, Write E. C.
DeWitt & Co., Chicago, 111., for the
"Baby Book." Sold by 1.ang Bros.

litto her use of our Sliver
her dressing table.
Seta for
1114.50 to $WIM
RUDE, PHILLIPS & CO.

Open the bowels--Deniltes Little
Marty Risers are rev:it:mended and
sold by Lang Bros.

rtiti ieril in tapestry and rope.
a splendid *hewing, at 115.50
and $5.00.
RUDY, PHILIAPS & 00.

-For chapped and
get DeWitt's Witch
Sold by Lang Bros.

cracked heads
Hazel Salve.

We could make and lay a new
carpet for Xmas. Let us have
your order.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.

ncrents $1.75 to 118.400.
RUDY, PHILLIPS a CO.

IT IS UP TO YOU
We guarantee our line of Jewelry
to be equal to the line carried by
any of the large houttea. WO
Save you 'Twenty per
cora. If you are a ooneervati ye
buyer we invite you to the above

Auction Sale
Is a worst kind of take. We do
not have to suction our goods. We
meet every day with parties having
been faked. Be wise and do not
fall in the trap. Boy your jewelry

P. Peavitett,
Assistant Cashier

R. RIMY,
Cashier

W. P. PAXTON,
President

Have you seen the pretty Fancy Bags and Illaskets in our Art
Departmeat?
RUDY. Ii1111AAPS a 00.

reasonable saving.

The Smoke House
222 Broadway

Shifting the Burden.
"Don,'t roar conscience sometimes
trouble you about things you have to
do in financial deals!"
"A ifttle" answered Mr. ferstin
Stax,
"What do you fin in such a case?"
"I aend for a lawyer."—Waehing.
ton Stai

$43,000 SHORTAGE

""teeD200001101101101Debt

HOLIDAY GOODS
you have the misfortune to have to buy
SHOULD
anything in this line, we are closing out the en-

ABOUT INDIANS.

South McAlester, I. T., Dec. Mi.—
Washington, Dec. 20.—In the
Maws come* from Thawhuelca, In the
(age Nation, that John Stink, the house the Indian appropriation bill
ostraeised mate is believed to .be dy- was taken up and 15 of 57 pages
ing. Of all living individuals. Stink completed.
has perheits the queerest and the
The bill carries an appropriation
most pathetic history. Twenty-five of $8,203,i0i00. Sherman, of New
years ago he was one of the most York, chairman of the Indian affairs
prominent men In the Osage reserva- committee, made an explanation of
tion. He was wealthy as Indians the measure.
count wealth, and was a councilor in
The total Indian population now ts
the house of his people. One morn- 254.4)79
The Indian is rapidly asing the Indians found Stink apparent- suming citizen's dress. Ten years
ly dead in his tepee on Bird Creek. ego titore were 81,',i(N) Indiaes who
His body was taken to the high bill wore citizens' dress, while laid year
at Pawhuska, where, after ceremonies the number was 116,0400. Ten years
befitting his place in the tribe, It was ago 33.'404 Indians read English,
buried In a pile of loosely placed while last year the number had Instones. 'Ni.()sages put food ~mit ereased to 53,004) and those who
on his tomb to last him for two speak the language number 90,0tel
weeks and tethered his Pony near by Of the total Indian population 3s,4)oo
so that he might ride in case he got are members of regularly establiated
sear of his tramp to the happy hunt- churches.
ing ground.
The Indian has today in the United
Bet John tree not dead; he was States treasury $55,1&.4)01) ander
only the victim of a cataleptic fit. whieh the annual interest paid is
Some time during tile night he came $ 1,7 2'5 00.0
The government pays
to hiself, kicked down the stones of to the Indian, antimony ander the
his. loosely made grave and returned treaty obligation more than $750,040
through the sleeping Indian village Lands owned by Indians outside of
territories sanounts to 61,749.0410
to his horne on Bird Creek
The next morning when the In - acres or as average for every man,
Maus saw John on the street they woman and child of 271 acres Last
fled in all directions, deeming him a year there were 216 more berths than
ghost returned from the dead. Prom, death* enema the Indians.
that day to this no Osage Indian has
ever spoken to him. The tribe will
Feabiosahle Health Voyage.
not OVPII allow him to wear a gayly
Taking ait ocean voyage for benefit
eolored blanket or the gorgeous tur- to the health and returning on the
ban which among the Osage. is *Yin- same steamship Is becoming a fad
bolic of dignity, Several times Jelin with New York society women. When
has built a house, but in each In- physicians order a Fee trip these wostanoe the Osageg have torn it down Imes just pack steamer trunk and
because, as they explained, a denson buy -a round-trip ticket on an msean
(IA not need a house .made with liner. Solite to Europe and returning
hands.
on the same sesainabtp. This fashion.
The (Magee are very firm in their that would *Mal perabas of a day
belief in the evil nature of the poor when anyone who watt Snore than a
uetracieed Indian, "He has stood mile away Prow his Own vine and Lag
face to fact with our fathers." they tree spent weeks la making preparadeclare, "and has beheld things not tions to travel, and "gang to Iller
fit for mortal eyes. He is accursed rope" was rewarded as a tremendous
If he weep not evil why did the great undertaking, Is Deng esconstreby InSpirit cast him out of the happy hunt- dulged in this fall.—New York Leting grounds?"
ter.
So In his sixty-first year John
Stink Is dying, absolutely east off by
his own people and eared for by an
Have you ever seen a woman
alien race In ease of his death the
who was not delighted with a
Indians will treat his body as they
pair of Silk WIMP. Why not dehave treated h!m living. lie will not
light her with • pair this Xmas?
be buried with any Indian ceremonies,
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nor will his bones be allowed to rest
on the high hilltop at Pawhuska
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Every Convenience for

HOLIDAY SHOPPERS
HIS great store aids the holiday shoppers. In addition to the immense and
splendidly assorted stocks, we have broad, roomy aisles to accomodate
the hurried throngs, more space for the display of holiday wafes and
plenty of extra salespersons with experience to aid you in satisfactory selections. Everything has been done towards better presents in every way---better
qualities to choose from, still the same moderate prices all over the store that have
made this THE CHRISTMAS HEADQUARTERS for over thirty-eight years.

JEWELRY

SOUVENIR

A Christmas showing
that we know will meet
with your highest admiration.

No other department in
our store is given more
attention than the Children's Department. If
anything new is put on
the market we get it.
We have provided a special Spuvenir for each
boy or girl who visits our
Children's Department
before Christmas, accompanied by one of their parents or an adult making
a purchase, or if they
make a purchase themselves. It's another
"ring"—be sure to get
one.

25c to $3.50
Sclrf Pin,
Link Buttons 25c to $5.00
Watch Fobs_....25c to $350
$1.00 to $6.50
Toilet Sets
Collar Bags

$1.50 to $250
$1.00 to $3 00

Cigar Cases
Japanese Card
Cases ._______ $1.50 to $2.00
Nail and Tooth
Brush Bags $1.00 to $2.00
Silver Flasks $1.50 to $5.00
Scarf Boxes $1.50 to $2.50

Buy a man's present at a
man's store.

KEISER CRAVATS
It is hardly necessary to add that we
are sole Paducah representatives for
the celebrated Keiser Cravats--50c to
$3.50. Quality and correctness assured.

CORRECT FULL DRESS
MO matter where you spend your holiday--at home, the old
Pi homestead, or the club--dress correctly. It doesn't cost
any more and it always pays. Might as well have it now as later;
all ready for you. Meantime the suit or overcoat that you
want today is ready to wear today. Stop in and look at them.

THE KNOX HAT
We are sole Paducah representatives
of the celebrated Knox Hats—Silk,$6;
Opera,$7.50; Derby, $5. If you need
any advice on the subject come to us.

Dressin

Smoking Jackets

Neckwear

$5 to

25c to $3.50

Gloves
25c to $10

25c to $2 50

Silk and Linen Handkerchiefs
25c to $1.50

Military Brushes
$1.00 to $20.00

Underwear
50c to $10

ilk and Oper
$6.00 to $7.5

What you buy here and the quality of our
goods is not duplicated elsewhere.

$1.50 to $25.00

Men's Suits
$7.50 to $35

rg/ip

-MEN5 AND BOY

OUTMIT'S
j°AND BROADWAY
PADUCAH. Ky'

I.:attahllaished 1E468

Collar and Cuff Boxes and Bags
$1,00 to $5.00
Fancy Vests
Shirts
$1.50 to $10

$1 to $3.50

Full Dress Protectors
$1.00 to $600

Overcoats
$7.50 to $40

The assortment is very great and covers
a wide range of styles and qualities.

